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SINK LOCALIZATION AND TOPOLOGY CONTROL IN LARGE SCALE
HETEROGENEOUS WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
RuiZhang
ABSTRACT

as new aPr)lIcatu)ns em,erge.
the recent past, WSNs were mostly single sink networks with a few number of homogeneous and statIc sensor nodes. Now, several applIcatIons reqUIre networks WIth multIple
and movmg smks and targets as well as thousands of heterogeneous deVIces. However,
same COllstraiJnts rennarn: sensor

very limited

resources, posing

tion protocols to support these new applications.
ThIS dIssertatIOn first addresses the problem of smk localIzatIOn m large scale WSNs.
A scalable and energy-efficIent smk localIzatIOn mechamsm, called the Anchor LocatIOn
Service (ALS), is introduced to support the use of location-based routing protocols. ALS

targets, and utilizes face routing to guarantee the success of localization.
The problem of topology control in heterogeneous environments is addressed next.
A new topology control mechamsm, the ReSIdual Energy-Aware DynamIC (READ) algorithm, is devised to extend the lifetime of the network while maintaining connectivity.
assIgnmg a more prC)milneJnt

viii

more

ALS and READ are evaluated and compared with other well-known protocols using
analytIcal means and sImulatIons. Results show that ALS provIdes a scalable sulk locatIon
service and reduces the communication overhead in scenarios with multiple and moving

ix

<:HAPTERI
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Wireless Sensor Networks
Sensors mtegrated wIth microelectromc technologIes emerged decades ago. Early sen-

sors were used individually in applications to monitor smoke inside residences, collect
indoor or outdoor temperature, or collect sound stimulus in stairways. Since then, sensors
sensors
wirelessly and collaborate with each other. The proliferation of sensing and wireless commumcation technologIes m conjUnctIOn wIth the development of microelectromcs has made
a new breed of more powerful wireless sensor devices available. Their application scenarios have also expanded from simple cases to a countless number of more complicated ones.
new

are en'viSlonlea

small wireless devices spread over very large areas to monitor the environment, perform
mtrusIOn detectIOn, collect seIsmIC mformatIon, etc. One proposed concrete applIcation
could be a vast heterogeneous sensor network deployment along the border between the
United States and Mexico, from San Diego, California, to Brownsville, Texas, to protect
tfa'verses a
of terrains, which makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to monitor illegal intruders by
human power. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) make this very difficult mission much
eaSIer to achieve.

1

Classic wireless sensor node and network architectures are shown in Figure 1.1. All
sensors have the followmg hardware components: sensmg umt, processmg umt, wIth storage, transmission unit and power supply. In terms of the network architecture, sensors auto
one anc)tht:r
NH~ss:agE~s

are

h-''-Ul.,wi""r!

CBS), which may connect the sensor network to the Internet or any other public or private
network.

Although sensors differentiate from each other in terms of sensing functionality, physdinaerlsicm or even

some common ch;aractE:ris:tics.

mc~biJjty

most sensor nodes have very limited computational capabilities, storage capacity, and energy resources. Therefore, it is very important to design simple and energy efficient com1111111IcatI()1l pr()t()c()Is allCl alg()rItll Il1 s f()r 'Y§I\Ts.
2

Routing
Protocols

Data
Dissemination

Scheduling In
Physical Layer

Topology
Control

Localization

Time
Synchronization

Others

Figure 1.2 Mechanism and protocols that support the operation of WSNs.
UUIOUlgh ul1rp>I,p>,",,", sensor

consume p>n,"'rov dlJnrlg

tasks, communication is by far the most energy consuming task. For example, the RFM
TRlOOO radIO transceIver mcluded m the Berkeley motes consumes Ip,} to transmIt one bIt
and 0.5ILJ to receive one, while it takes around 8nJ of energy per instruction. This results in
a communication to processing ratio of about 190. Other transceivers, such as Rockwell's

elusions can be drawn from these power consumption figures. First, communication costs
must be mimmized. Second, It IS worth spendmg addItional processmg cycles If they can
contnbute to commumcatIOn savmgs. ThIS IS known as "m-network processmg".
WSNs are supported by many mechanisms and protocols. A sample of the most imnrvrt,"",t

ones

prc~toc;OlS

with constraints of WSNs in mind. For instanlce,

KOl'ltll1~f!

are

de~agIled

Protocols utilize either location

information or local neighbor tables to route packets from Source to Destination. Schedul-

3

ing in Physical Layer is a strategy employed to turn nodes on and off in order to reduce

energy consumptIOn. SImIlarly, mnovatIve Smart MAC layer protocols have been proposed
to reduce wireless signal collision and energy consumption. In Data Dissemination, inforas rep,ositories.

tion always attracts attention in distributed systems. Time synchronization algorithms are

used to keep the sensor clocks as tightly synchromzed as pOSSIble considenng the scalabIlity and energy constraints. Localization Service is another very important research area in

use

locatiion-ba~~ed

rOlltlrlg protoc()ls. lOlWl().£v

LU,rUflJL

fI,ro[()cols are

to adjust and simplify the network topology to save energy.
ThIS dIssertation focuses on LocahzatIOn and Topology Control. A solutIOn to the problem of scalable and efficient sink localization in large scale WSNs is introduced first. Then,
a topology control algorithm that considers the coexistence and cooperation of heteroge-

1.2 Sink Localization in WSNs
Location-based routing has recently emerged as an important approach to address the
scalablhty and energy effiCIency concerns for data dissemmatIOn m large scale WSNs. For
example, m locatIOn-based routmg, nodes do not need to make complex computatIOns
to find the next hop as routing decisions are made based on local information. More-

location-based routing substantially reduces the communication overhead because routing
table advertisements, like those found in traditional routing protocols, are unnecessary. For
Illstallce, \Vllell ge()grapllical greeClY r()lltIllg pr()t()c()I, a l()catl()ll=paseCl r()lltIllg pr()t()c()l, IS

"

Figure 1.3 A simple example of location service.

maimtain a
one-hop neighbors' location table. The processing node performs a calculation using local
mformatIOn and selects from Its one-hop neIghbors a neIghbor geographIcally closest to
the packet's destination to forward the data packet to.
While these are important features, very well in line with the constraints and charac10catilon-ba~~ed

rolltUlg pJrot()cols assume

on

a

scalable and energy efficient mechanism to distribute the location information of the sinks
or destmatIOns. Unfortunately, most of the eXIstmg location mechamsms utIlIze some sort
of floodmg procedure to spread the smk's locatIOn, whIch IS unSUItable for large scale
WSNs. Furthermore, this flooding procedure is frequently repeated in cases with multiple

Figure 1.3 illustrates an application scenario, where numerous sensors are deployed in a
large network area. Without the support of any infrastructures, sensors work collaboratively

5

to collect elephants' migration information from the sensor network and then provide that
mformatIOn to multIple rangers by usmg a locatIOn-based routmg protocol. Once a target
elephant moves the sensors surrounding the elephant collect the stimulus. One of these

case are moving rangers.
However, the common assumption held here by almost all the location-based routing
protocols IS that the destmatIon's locatIOn mfoffilatIOn, m thIS mstance, the ranger's locatIOn
information, has been disseminated into the entire network in a scalable and energy efficient
more
or more

one

one rYH,," na rarlger,

location information. Frequently repeated flooding queries for rangers' locations in a large
network lIke thIS IS clearly neIther a scalable nor an energy effiCIent solutIOn.
Although location services have been under investigation for some time, there are few
solutions provided in the literature that are suitable for large scale WSNs, especially with

in this dissertation provides a complete scalable and energy efficient solution for this type
()f appIIcatI()Il'

1.3

Topology Control in WSNs
Topology control IS one of the most Important mechamsms utIlIzed m WSNs to reduce

energy consumption. Topology control is well defined in [3] as the art of coordinating
a neltw()rk
the desired properties while reducing node energy consumption.
Although topology control has been studied for some years, current topology control
appr()acIles ()Illy c()IlsI(ier Il()IIl()geIle()lls seIls()r Ilet\V()rk:s, \VIlere tIle (iIfIereIlces ()f IIlItIal

6

energy of batteries and sensitivity of transceivers are omitted. However, the wide spectrum
of possIble applIcatIons where wIreless ad hoc and sensor networks can be applIed has Increased the possibility of mixed networks, where devices of different types and characterissame aPJ)lic:ati,on.

to collaborate, each taking advantage of the goodness of the others. It is this approach to
topology control algonthms that thIS research takes, where more powerful devIces are set
to have a more prominent role in the network connectivity to extend the network's lifetime.

1.4

Contributions
This research introduces the ALS protocol, a grid-based protocol that provides sink
a scalabJle

routing for large scale WSNs. In ALS, each sink builds a global grid made of special
locatIon server nodes called anchors that are used by all sources to find ItS locatIOn. Because
of this global grid structure, fewer location request messages need to travel through the

store the location information of all sinks and respond to query messages. Considering
the SIze of large scale WSNs, ALS not only reduces the commUnICatIOn costs but also the
locatIon InfOrmatIOn response tIme, as sources wIll only have to find the first global anchor
grid.

selection of the anchors are presented. In addition, the location dissemination process and
the location query process are described. The case of very large wireless sensor networks

\\lItI1 ratl1er statIC allCl res()llrce c()llstraIlleCl ll()Cles allCl scellafl()s \\lItl1 Il111ltIple allCl Il1(),/Illg

7

sinks and targets are considered. This is a very common scenario since many sources from
many dIfferent places mIght be transmIttmg mformatIOn to one or more smks at the same
time. Using a mathematical approach and simulations, not only is the performance of the
a

10catIcm-tms~~d

rClutItlg protl)C01I,

overhead, as well as and the communication and state overhead of the protocols are conSIdered as mam pet10rmance metncs, whIch are presented varymg the number of smks and
sources, the network size, the network density and the speed of mobile sink nodes. The re-

a "",uwu."

with multiple sources. With different network area, ALS reduces location query overhead
by at least 70% m the worst case and 90% m the best case.
Although topology control problems have been studied in the context of heterogeneous
wireless ad hoc and sensor networks before, most existing mechanisms have focused on
on
vices have identical physical characteristics. As a result, topology control problems have
been solved as range assIgnment problems, whIch not only neglect the heterogeneIty of the
network but also don't take advantage of the umque capabIlItIes of dItlerent devIces.
In this chapter, the READ topology control algorithm and the DREAD topology conalg()ritllms are presen'ted.
in heterogeneous wireless scenarios, where sensor nodes, ad hoc nodes, robots with commumcatIon capabIlItIes and even more powefful mIlItary wIfeless devIces work together
m the same applIcatIOn. In thIS heterogeneous scenano, the assumptIon of IdentIcal mItIal
energy, reslLdu:al energy,

every wlI'eless d,eVI,ces

reneiv(~r s(~nsithrity.

.v,uu.uu...u

as a

assignment problem. READ considers these aspects in the formulation of the optimization

8

problem to dynamically recruit the links that optimize the workload between different wireless devIces whIle stIll mamtammg network connectIvIty. DREAD proVIdes a dIstnbuted
solution with the same considerations in mind.
algorilthnls are imJ)lernented
peI1Orma"nc(~s are

a

()UJCJUJ"«uvu

cornpared

rithms for wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. It is demonstrated that READ and DREAD
extend the network lIfetIme by making more powertul nodes playa more Important role m
the network. The network with READ as topology control algorithm can last much longer

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation

Vl!";aUJL'-'U

as tollmNS: Clllapter

ex-

isting literature regarding location services and topology control algorithms. Chapter 3
presents the ALS protocol m detail and Its theoretIcal analySIS. SImulatIon results are also
presented in this chapter. Chapter 4 presents the DynaIllic Residual Energy Awareness
topology control algorithm. The network model, details of the algorithm, and its performance

are

pn~sente~d

presents direction for future research.

9

<:HAPTER2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Location Service Protocols
LocatIon serVIce mechamsms can be broadly dIvIded mto three categones as shown

in Fig. 2.1. They are quorum-based systems, home-based systems, and systems with approximate information. In quorum-based systems, the set of nodes is divided into mutually
own

",uU'",""

rum). As a result, each element in a quorum can respond to queries coming from a different
quorum. These subsets are desIgned m such a way that theIr mtersectIOn IS non-empty and
the requesting node finds the desired information.
In one type of quorum-based systems, location information is sent in one direction (e.g.,

messages are sent in the orthogonal direction (e.g., east and west) from nodes contained in
dIfferent sets. Several quorum-based mechamsms have been proposed for wIreless mobIle
ad hoc networks. The scheme presented m [7] mamtams the quorum structure as the nodes
move. The novelty of this scheme lies in the update mechanism, which utilizes link incias location updates tngl;sef1l1g signals

inlste~ld

disltan(~e

or

mOiveIneIlt-t)as(~d

approaches, like the ones utilized in [8,9]. The scheme presented in [10, II] utilizes the
same update strategy but organizes the quorum differently. The scheme utilizes a quorumbased locatIOn servIce that aVOIds partIal floodmg overhead, and/or locatIon faIlures m
group movement scenarios. In this scheme, the destination node distributes its location to

10

Location Service Protocols

Quorum-based System

Location information is
sent in one direction

Home-based System

Approximate information

Utilize random
approach

FIgure 2.1 Taxonomy of locatIOn serVIce protocols.

all nodes located to the north and south of their current location while sources send messages m the east and west dIrectIOn to search for the locatIon of the destmatIon, whIch IS
finally found at the intersection. The authors utilized face routing in the distribution and
search mechanisms to guarantee the success of the location service. They proposed four

to determine the success rate and communication overhead of the strategies in scenarios
wIth dIfferent number of nodes and node degree. The scheme IS shown to provIde a good
locatIon serVIce to statIc and mobIle nodes, mcludmg nodes that move m groups and toward
the same direction. One of the drawbacks of the scheme, however, is that the messages that
distribute the location information of the destination and the search messages

travel

through the entire network even if the source and destination are relatively close to each
other. Other quorum-based schemes utilize a random approach to obtain up-to-date informatIon m several sets [12, 13] whIle other schemes buIld and mamtam a vIrtual backbone
with server nodes that maintain the location information [14-16]. However, these later

not clear if this overhead is better than using simple flooding.

u

Home-based systems are similar to those well known location management mechamsms utIlIzed m cellular networks. Home-based systems dIvIde the network m several
zones, and, then, nodes affiliate with a particular zone (home) and share their location inzone.
zone so

are

can

be sent to zones instead of individual servers. As it can be inferred, these schemes require
a conSIderable amount of overhead and mtroduce routmg mefficIencIes m scenanos wIth
high mobility. In this case, nodes have to send position updates more frequently to keep the

per zone, which is not suitable for heterogeneous WSNs because of energy and memory
constramts. In the case of large scale WSNs, It IS not clear If these schemes proVIde better
perfonnance and consume less energy than other approaches, such as the ones proposed in
Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. Among the most relevant home-based schemes proposed in

Several other location services are based on approximate infonnation. In [22], for example, the authors present a scheme by whIch nodes update theIr pOSItIOns m concentnc
CIrcles of doublmg SIze. Whenever a node moves out of ItS present CIrcle, It broadcasts
its new position to all nodes inside a new circle centered at the current node's position.
cover
which introduces a considerable amount of overhead, not particularly suited for large scale
WSNs. A SImIlar scheme, whIch utIlIzes a hIerarchy of square regIons mstead of CIrcles,
IS presented m [23]. In the proposed Gnd LocatIOn ServIce (GLS) scheme [23], as the
distance increases, location updates are sent to fewer number of location servers. Although
more

sC~llal)le

its efficiency has not been assessed in very large networks. DREAM [8] and LAR [9] are

12

other schemes in which nodes flood the network with their positions in a proactive or reactIVe manner, respectIvely, and the locatIon of the destmatIOn IS estImated withm a regIOn.
Of course, the flooding procedure makes these mechanisms unsuitable for large scale net-

Perhaps the most similar protocol to ALS is the Two-Tier Data Dissemination (TTDD)
protocol for large scale WSNs presented m [4=6]. TTDD IS a gnd or quorum-based protocol that provides location information and routing in an integrated manner. Upon detection

a

'HUUUJLU~,

a

source

prc)CedUl~e sE~lects

sensors

sensor

locate~a

the protocol uses to receive and forward infonnation from source to sink. This virtual backbone for routmg made of dissemmatIon nodes has been cntIcized for not provIdmg optImal
paths [25]. Once the grid structure has been built, a query from a sink travels through two
tiers to reach the source node. If the position of the destination is unknown, TTDD utilizes

lower tier, which is within the cell of the sink's current location. The flooding continues
untIl It reaches the closest dissemmatIon node. At thIS pomt, the message reaches the hIgher
tIer, whIch IS made up of all dissemmatIOn nodes from the smk's cell to the source's cell.
The closest dissemination node to the sink receives the query and forwards it to the next
source.
through the higher tier until it reaches either the source node or a dissemination node currently receIvmg data on behalf of the source. ThIS process proVIdes mformatIOn of the path
back to the sulk node, enablmg the source mfonnatIOn to traverse the same two tIers but m
reverse
are

sources.

trajectory forwarding strategy makes sink mobility transparent to the higher tier whenever

13

the sink moves within the current cell. If it moves beyond the cell, a new dissemination
node dIscovery procedure needs to be trIggered wIth the assocIated overhead. However,
this overhead is expected to be small, as new dissemination nodes are likely to be found in

are

are

~p'TPr:>l1 ,"lHUU,UHU.~()

based or quorum-based systems that assume sensor nodes are stationary and aware of their
locatIons. Both protocols are scalable m the sense that they aVOId global floodmg as the
main mechanism to disseminate data and location information. Global flooding is avoided
en-

schemes are different in several aspects. For example, TTDD is source (not sink) oriented,
as It establIshes one grId per source. ThIS IS an Important dIfference m terms of the final
overhead because the number of sinks is usually known in advance to the network designer,
while the number of targets is completely unknown. Also, TTDD utilizes the disseminauses
location information. This is also an important difference. ALS decouples the routing and
the locatIOn functIons. As such, once the locatIOn of the smk IS known to the source, any
locatIOn-based routmg protocol, such as GFG [26, 27], Greedy PerImeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) protocol [28] or Scalable Energy-Efficient Location-Aided Routing (SELAR)
are eXI)ected
drained considerably faster than the other nodes, and therefore a strategy to change them
frequently must be mcluded. In ALS, the anchors do not bear thIS load, as they only respond to locatIon querIes. Two addItIonal dIfferences are worth mentIOnmg. Fust, TTDD
utilizes greedy forwarding while ALS utilizes greedy forwarding with face routing [26,27].

ond, ALS uses the "in-network processing" strategy called "propagated fusion" to further

optimize the performance of the protocol. As new anchor systems are being set up, current
anchors Include the new locatIons In theIr memones. Query messages do not need to travel
further to find the required location then, and the location time is reduced.

a

litelrature on roUllin!! mech2misms

sensor nel:w()rks.
references are provided. The interested reader is directed to [30-33] to learn about routing
algonthms for WIreless mobIle ad hoc networks. Survey papers on routIng algonthms for
WSNs can be found in [1,34-36]. In addition, [37,38] include an extensive and thorough
sensor nel:w()rks.
nr("" ,riP'"

a

on locatilon- ba~~ed rOUilIng

2.2 Topology Control
Current topology control algorithms can be categorized as homogeneous, nonhomoge-

neous and heterogeneous as shown In FIgure 2.2. Homogeneous topology control algorithms assume that all wireless devices use the same transmission range. Correspondingly,
the topology control problem becomes a range assignment problem that searches for the
or "'U""'C.u tl'ansmitting
network properties, such as network connectivity. Problems of finding CTR are the simplest topology control problems to formulate and solve, and were the first to appear In the
lIterature. The assumptIOn that all nodes use the same transmISSIOn power, however, holds
only if all the wireless transceivers have no difference in their technology and finding the

the schemes presented in [40] and [41] belong to this category. [40] proposed a distributed
topology control algorithm to construct a planar spanner of unit-disk graph. The resulting
grapli C()l1taills all I)elallllay triallg11latI()l1 eClges tr()Ill tlie 11l1It__ClISJ( grapli· 111 tlie resllltIllg
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Topology Control

Homogeneous

r

Wireless NetworR

Non-homogeneous

Heterogeneous

j
RA and variants

Eriergy=effiCierit
Communication

Figure 2.2 Taxonomy of topology controL

topology, the shortest path between any two nodes u and v is at most a constant factor of
the shortest path connecting u and v in unit-disk graph. Several other examples can be
found m [3].

It has been proven that the critical transmitting range with preservation of connectivity

length of the longest EMST. Due to the strong assumption of knowing the exact node's 10cation and the huge amount of control message overhead to exchange locatIOn mfoffilatIOn
network-wide, researchers have devoted their attention to find the CTR with the presence
of uncertainty about node positions. The typical approach is to study the conditions for
asymp,toticaJllj almost sure cormeCtl'IIty

a cerltam

in the area. In dense networks, geometric random graphs theory has been utilized to solve
the problem. In 1997, Mathew D. Penrose proved m [42] that If n pomts are dIstnbuted
unitonnly at ramlom
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ing the length of the longest MST edge built on the n nodes, then Equation 2.1 will hold
E

as

,"V,"J.vvv~.

(2.1)
A further corollary is that if the area is unit square and n nodes are distributed uniformly at

_i

Ie -

lOgn + f(n)

(2.2)

nrr

where f(n) could be any function that satisfies the condition limn->cxJ(n)

=

+CX).

neltw()rk area
Some researchers, therefore, have added one more parameter, l, the side length of the
can
in from 0 to any constant c, where d is the order of dimension of the network space. The
proposition was proven in [3] that if the area is the [QJJd with d

=

2,3 and n nodes are

In non-homogeneous topology control, on the other hand, different wireless devices can
choose dIfferent transmISSIOn ranges withm the same maXImum transmIttmg range. Under the assumption that all nodes have the same path model with the same parameters, the
are exchanlge2lble conceplts.

ComlPan~d

desired transmission range for each individual wireless device, while maintaining certain
network propertIes and achIevmg specIfic obJectives. In [3], the range assIgnment problem
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was defined as follows: let N be a set of nodes in the d-dimensional space, with d = 1,2,3.
Determine a

RA such that the

function

communication

graph is strongly connected, and c(RA) - LUEN(RA(u)Y" is minimum over all connect()'

is an NP-hard problem in two-dimensional networks and in three-dimensional networks,

case of routing protocols, unidirectional links incur more overhead, which could override

lar, where the resulting communication graph contains only bidirectional links. In [46],
131()llgIl et al. pr()ye(l tIlat tIle

~Ylllllletric

B,al1ge 1\SSIgl1111el1t pr()~lelllis als() NP=Ilar(l.

Several non"'homogeneous topology control mechanisms have been proposed in the lit..
erature. For example, the algorithms presented in [47-52] also minimize energy consump-

find the maximum transmission power while maintaining connectivity and bi-connectivity.
Two centralIzed algonthms are proposed for the statIC verSIon, whIle two heunstIcs algOl·lthms are prclpo:sed

authors pres1ent a

,-u",un,unA.<

cone-based topology control algorithm for non-homogeneous multi-hop wireless ad hoc

network lifetime by determining the minimal operational power requirement for each node
mdlVidually. The algonthm IS a direction-based topology control scheme and assumes that
all the nodes only need to know theIr neIghbors' duectlOn. The authors use the number of
sensors still alive over time to evaluate the performance (network lifetime) of the algorithm.
prolPos(~d

a distribtlted

nel;~hbor-lJas£?a

topology control algorithm for non-homogeneous wireless networks, in which every sensor
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is assigned a different transmission range. In the algorithm, called LMST, each node builds
Its one-hop local mmimum spannmg tree wIth the dIstance as the weIght cost assocIated
with each edge. The topology derived preserves the network connectivity, and the degree
tOPIOIClgy can

In [47], Volkan Rodoplu and Teresa H. Meng proposed a location-based topology control scheme, R&M for ad hoc networks, where all the nodes have very accurate mfoffilatIon
about their location. In R&M, each node eliminates any nodes in its relay region and only

a
if less power is consumed. If every node maintains links with the nodes in its enclosure,
It IS shown that the resultmg topology IS a mInImUm power, strongly connected topology.
Due to these advantages, LMST and R&M have become widely known and benchmark
algorithms for performance comparison. However, they still assume that all the devices are
same COllh!sUI'ation.
Homogeneous and non-homogeneous topology control algorithms differ from the one
presented m Chapter 4. In thIS dIssertatIOn, however, It IS no longer assumed that the network deVIces are SImIlar; mstead, WIreless deVIces WIth dIflerent capabIlItIes and characteristics are considered. Therefore, known homogeneous and non-homogeneous algorithms
a

hett~ro~;eneous

net1W'ork, Wireless

have different receiver sensitivities, antenna gains, maximal transmission powers, and/or
dIfferent battenes, and consequently, homogeneous or non-homogeneous algonthms cannot be used dIrectly. Heterogeneous network topology control problems have not been
formulated and solved so far.
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<:HAPTER3
ANCHOR LOCATION SERVICE PROTOCOL

3.1

The Anchor Location Service Protocol
The ALS protocol proposed m thIS chapter can be categorIzed as a quorum-based

nodes as location servers (anchors). ALS was designed from the ground up for large scale

provide superior performance when compared to the other quorum-based and home-based
schemes presented m SectIOn 2.1. For example, the anchor system establIshed m ALS IS
expected to provide better search times than the schemes presented in Section 2.1, mainly
because of proximity. On average, it is expected that search messages will go through fewer

ALS is also expected to substantially reduce overhead compared to any of the approxImate mformatIOn-based schemes smce floodmg IS reduced to local exchanges. Furthermore, most of the schemes mcluded m the related work presented m SectIon 2. I were
designed with mobile ad hoc networks in mind. As a result, one can argue that in order to
more cOluplex
energy efficiency nor scalability to a very large number of nodes are design considerations
in most of those schemes. As a result, it is unknown if these protocols can be used directly
m large scale WSNs. These are addItIOnal JustIficatIOns for the comparIson of ALS wIth
the TTDD protocol only.
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The ALS protocol was first introduced in [53] and then expanded in [54] and ?? In
rep,res:enlled as a tw,)-c1Im,~nSIOnal

sensor

an

axis and divided into equal-sized cells. The predefined geographical crossing points of the
Ch''11rotlIWI''

are reten'ed

as

roAl'1ctlrllrotc

a

as

as~aglnIngsensorsne:rrest

grid node as its sink agent to distribute its location information. Then, the sink agent selects
some special gnd nodes as anchors and bUilds an anchor system that contams the locatIOn
of the sink agent. When the sink moves, a sink agent chain is formed dynamically to keep
as
a

a source

of the sink agent. After that, data is transmitted using any location-based routing protocol.
In the above case, the GPSR protocol IS utIlIzed. In the followmg sectIOns, the global
grid construction process, the anchor selection process, the query and data dissemination
processes, and Sink and Target Mobility and Agent Chain Maintenance will be described.

3.1.1

ALS Global Grid Construction Process
sensors are ae!)lOve<l,

cess. Sensors need two predefined parameters to build the global grid structure:
is the size of each grid cell, and

ct,

which

the baseline coordinate of a pre-defined coor-

dmate system. These parameters are eIther hard coded m the nodes or set m the mISSIon
messages, The positive directions of x-axis and y-axis of the predefined coordinate space
are poimting
coordinates of the grid points are determined using the baseline coordinate
follows:

i

+ x

x
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Figure 3.1 The grid node selection process.

Once all sensors are in place, every sensor decides if it is a grid node. First, each cell
of length a is divided by the two midlines to create four smaller squares of equal size (see
FIgure 3.1). Every gnd node WIll be m charge of Its four nearby squares. Every sensor node
then obtains its own location using any existing positioning mechanism and maintains its
on

own

10C~atIOn,

sensor
point the square belongs to. For example, in Figure 3.1, G1 ...Gg are nine grid points. Node A
belongs to square 4, whIch IS attached to gnd pomt G5. If m the small squares 4, 7, 10, and
13 (which are also attached to

G5),

there is no other node that is nearer to

G5

than A, A will

sages to each other to establish a neighbor grid node table. In the example, after node A
confirms ItS role as gnd node, It sends
G4, G6, Gs

ALS_GN_GNJJECLARE

messages to the gnd nodes of

G2,

to inform them that it has taken the role of grid node. Node A also updates its own
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table after receiving similar messages from its neighboring grid nodes. These messages
are sent usmg geographIc routmg usmg the greedy forwardmg strategy, I.e., sendmg the
packets to the closest node to the destination.

3.1.2 Anchor Selection Process
In ALS, the sink agent distributes the sink's location information using an anchor sysas loc:atllon servers.

a seh~ctE~d

The anchor selection process is achieved by means of propagating anchor setup mes-

sages. At the begmmng of the process, the smk agent, usmg locatIOn mformatIOn about
its neighbors, sends out four First Stage Anchor Setup Messages in four straight orthogonal directions (North, South, East, and West) and recruits all the grid nodes that lie along
as

an(~hC)rs.

messages are

rpl:~Vf'rl

interrne<:!iate sensors

tween two neighboring grid nodes and the recruited anchors store a copy of the sink agent's
locatIOn.
The anchor selectIOn process needs to consIder specIal cases, such as relaymg the setup
messages around void areas and the border of the network. Face routing mechanism is
messages can

areas

with one another. For instance, once a setup message arrives at the border or at a void area,
it is divided into two Second

Anchor

The border of this void area

IS then partItIoned mto two parts and each second stage setup message IS routed around
one of these partitions using the right-hand rule or left-hand rule [26,27]. (The proofs that
same reterencl~s.)
can be better explained by looking at the example shown in Figure 3.2. The North first
stage anchor setup message, which is represented by the arrow coming from the bottom,
l1l<}ves al()llg tlie .t=.] lIlle. }\t p()Illt fl, tlie first=stage allcli()f setllP l1lessage cliec](s tlie l()=
cal neighbor grid node table and cannot locate the next forwarding grid node in the North
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Figure 3.2 Left and right hand rule in the anchor setup process.

direction. The first stage anchor setup message is then split into two second stage anchor
setup messages, which use the right-hand and left-hand rule to navigate around the perimeter of the VOId area. Once a second stage anchor setup message comes back to the x=l lme,
at point B, it is split again. At that point, one second stage anchor setup message continues
IQTll-rlano or
area
setup messages arrive at particular grid nodes which have already been visited, e.g. points
C and D, they stop propagatmg and the nonnal setup process resumes.
process, once a

message

a

not only checks if it has received this setup message before, but also adds other already

strategy is known as propagatedJusion, which will significantly reduce the time delay of
locatIon propagatIOn mfonnatIon and proVIde better pertonnance. Convergence proof of
the anchor setup process is included in Claim 1 and Claim 2 in Appendix A.

Figure 3.3 The anchor system and the query and data dissemination processes.

3.1.3

Query and Data Dissemination Processes
sensor networJe some nh'u'''r'<:ll

".1">""'1

"UUH.UU'" \ ....

At that point, one sensor node will sense the target and will become the source node that
will transmit the sensed information to the sink. In order to do that, the source node will
regIster Itself WIth the nearest gnd node, whIch IS known as the source agent. The source
agent will then send four query packets to find the location of the sink agent. Once the
source
finally sends the data packets to the sink agent using the GPSR protocol [28].
The query process is quite similar to the anchor system setup process. First stage query
packets are sent to four orthogonal dIrectIons usmg the same strategy utIlIzed m the anchor
process.

messages are
nel:w{)rk or a

messages

area
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the process stops when these messages find each other. Upon reaching the anchor system,
the anchors proVIde the source agent wIth the smk agent's gnd pomt coordmate. Anchors
also send these replies utilizing geographic routing with the greedy forwarding strategy.
one
serve as

ba(~kllpS

This is also beneficial because it shortens the query time, as the source will utilize the
first response. The global gnd constructIOn process, the anchor selectIon process, and the
query and data dissemination processes, the anchors, and the query and data forwarding
pf()ce:sSt~S

3.1.4

are

Sink and Target Mobility and Agent Chain Maintenance

As stated before, a sink agent chain is formed dynamically to manage moving sinks
and aVOId creatmg a new anchor system every tIme the smk moves beyond Its current cell.
After a smk selects Its first agent (the pnmary agent), It keeps updatmg Its mstant locatIOn
until it finds another grid node that is closer to itself. At that point, the sink selects the new
as

new

new

about its own location. Thus, a sink agent chain is built to keep the anchor system intact
while tracking the sink node locally. The protocol is designed to allow the chain to have up
a new an(~hclr s'vstc~m

one.

ALS does not keep track of moving targets, i.e., no chain is built and maintained as
case

sensor

sources. Then, source nodes find source agents that query the anchor system in search of
the sink agent's location. If the target moves, a new sensor will become the source node.
If the new source node IS stIlI wIthm the same source agent's area of coverage, the source

agent will not trigger a new anchor query. However, if the target moves beyond the current
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cell or out of the range of the current source agent, the new source node will find a new
source agent, and the source agent wIll query the anchor system agaIn.
It is important to consider how the source agent knows the new position of the new sink

moves

source

h",.rnr,r1

In order to avoid this situation, the protocol includes a process whereby the source agent
quenes the anchor system penodlcally. The frequency of the query IS set consldenng the
moving speed of the sink node. This information can be dynamically adjusted or statically
cases
treqw~nc:y

can

can

speed estimations and convey that information back to the source agent periodically. In
tIlls \V()rk, tIle statIC appr()acIlls Illlplelllel1te(l; tIle (lYl1allllc appr()acIl \VIlllJe part ()f flltllre

3.2

Theoretical Analysis of ALS
In this section, the scenario and notation utilized to analyze the communication and

model will also serve to validate the simulation models and results later. Simulations are
utIlIzed to evaluate the ALS protocol more thoroughly, In partIcular those aspects that Involve tIme, such as the average locatIOn tIme and anchor system setup tIme, among others.

3.2.1

Scenario and Notation
square area
of

cell is then

Each
0'2.

as
cell within A has the same

area
side

and the area of each

The total number of sensors is assumed to be N, uniformly distributed so

sensor

are K

S sources.

sensors

and sulks have the same radIO range r. It IS also assumed that every smk receIves a total of
D data packets.

3.2.2

Communication (berhead

The total communication overhead of the ALS protocol consists of the following five
processes:

2. The local flooding in the sink's cell that selects the sink agent GSink;
3. The local flooding in the source's cell that selects the source's agent

GSource;

source performs
order to obtain the location of the sink agent, and the reply messages;

5. The transmission of the packet from the source to the sink;
In this analysis, only the communication overhead of processes 1,4, and 5 will be considas

3.2.2.1

no

Process #1: Establishment of the Global Grid and Anchor System
are
serve as lOc:auon

servers on its behalf. The total overhead of these processes is given by:

ogrid-anch01'_system

KX(2R(m)+l)X(

+6xI71xRx(VA))

4x 171 X(R( VA))X(R( ~)+I)
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(3.2)
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Figure 3.4 Calculation of Cl.
where R IS the Round functIOn. EquatIOn 3.2 conSIders that there are K sulks m the system
and also the moving sink situation. If it is assumed that sinks move at the average speed

chain will break at most m times and a total of m+ 1 anchor systems will be established,
course,

m

are

The first part of EquatIOn 3.2 represents the overhead of bUIldmg one anchor system
times the number of sinks and the number of times the chain is broken due to mobility.
The IC1.~xal factor is the overhead in number of hops incurred in transmitting the message

between sinkv and

Gsinkv .

This is shown in Figure 3.4 and calculated in Equation 3.3.

which is the maximum value that
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can take. Because it is assumed that the

sensor nodes are uniifolrrnlly distlibllte<:l,

's eX1Jeclatlon is:

0.3824

(3.3)

dxdy

or
will be established using six lines of grid nodes, as shown in Figure 3.3 three lines of grid
nodes traversIng the network vertically and three lInes of gnd nodes traversIng the network
horizontally. Every traversing path of those six lines is approximately partitioned into R( v;:)
segments. Setup messages visit every grid node in their path in order to recruit the anchors.

to

over

to traverse one

se~~m(~nt.

The second part of Equation 3.2 is the overhead for setting up the global grid structure.
Dunng that process,

ALS_GN_GNJJECLARE

messages are sent among neIghbonng gnd nodes.

Every selected grid node sends four declare messages to its four potential neighboring grid
ortho.golt1al dIrectIOn,s.

2 x

x

segments between all neighboring grid node pairs, i.e., the total number of cell sides.

r~ l

is the number of hops between each two neighboring grid nodes. The final coefficient is 4
because transmISSIOns are In both dIrectIOns. AnalyZIng EquatIOn 3.2, It can be seen that
+

3.2.2.2 Process #4: Querying the Anchor System
This process consists of the communication overhead incurred by the source agent when
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the anchor system. The overhead of this process consists of four messages from G Source to
f()llr aIlcli()rs all(l tlie

sll~seqllell!

replIes, as f()II()\Vs:

(3.4)

, is the overhead when the source sends a query to G Source' This

The first term,

overhead IS exactly the same as the one already calculated by Equation 3.2, when the smk
transmIts a message to GS ink . ThIS explams why the same vanable,

IS utilIzed, whIch

CI,v

has the same expectation calculated in Equation 3.3. The second term is the overhead
source
. The third term of the equation represents the overhead

which due to symmetry is

incurred by the query message when it goes from GSource to the anchor system. On average,
the overhead of four queries from G Source to anchors is bounded by 6 x

r

X

R

, l.e.,

no matter where the sink is located, G Source transmits two messages in the horizontal axis
one.
messages encounter the border of network area or void area, they split into two second
stage messages and use the right hand rule and left hand rule to route around, forming six
lmes of messages over the entIre area. ThIS value IS at the same time multiplIed by the
number of segments and the number of hops per segment. The last term in Equation 3.4 is

an an(~hC)r

cre:l.tes a

sinks' location information. The distance reply messages need to travel through depends
()Il tlie relatlye l()catl()Il ~et\VeeIl tlie s()llrce agell! all(l tlie aIlcli()rs. Ilieref()re,
are mtro(luc:ed
are detlerrrlinc:d
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yarla~les C2x

and the relative position between G Source and the network border. The four vertices of the
square are
are

loc:ate~d

an artlitrary

(0,0),

at

Yl .

o :S

Yl, Y2

:S 1 •
res:pelcti~{el'y,

x

as

(3.5)

(3.6)

In order to calculate the message overhead in a network with K sinks and S sources, the
following steps are taken. First, the message overhead incurred by the query from a Source
to Its GSource and the subsequent reply are calculated usmg EquatIOn 3.7 .

(3.7)

Then, the overhead of the query messages from

GSource

to all the anchors and the theIr

subsequent replies is calculated, which is given by Equation 3.8:

OCSOllrce<*anchors

6x

I~l XR( '?)

(3.8)

The first part of EquatIon 3.8 IS the overhead of the query messages from

GSource

to K

anchor systems, which traverses the network like the anchor system setup process. This
source
are the overhead of the replies from the anchors to G Source, two messages in the horizontal
direction and two messages in the vertical direction.
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Finally, the total query overhead with K sinks and S sources is:

OSource(u)?anchors =

L

(3.9)

From Equations 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9, the expected total overhead is given by:

+6x

x

r

From Equation 3.10, the complexity of Process #4 is 0 (S (~

3.2.2.3

r

+ K '?)).

Process #5: Data Packet Transmission

In ALS data packets are transmitted from the source to the sink agent using the GPSR
traIISIYlit one packet

( 0 ::;

het'wef~n

C3,(u,v) ::;

V2)

(3.11)

where C3,(u,v) is determined by the straight distance between Source u and Gsink v ' However,
an
Therefore, for the theoretical estimation, a two dimensional space (n

2) is considered

sink receives D data packets, the total data forwarding overhead is:

Odata=KxDx

(u=1,2, ... ,S-1,S; v=1,2 ... K -l,K)

From Equation 3.12, it can be seen that Process #5 has a complexity of O(KD,?).
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(3.12)

3.2.3

State ()verhead

The total state overhead of the ALS protocol is given by the storage space needed by
HVU'-,:>,

aJGctlor:s, source

total, there are at most

(R (~) + 1)

2

grid nodes in the whole network area, and each spends

at most 4 space umts to save the neIghbors' mformatIOn. Thus, the storage complexIty for a
grid node is 0(1). For K sinks and S sources, the total storage overhead for the grid system
is:
(3.13)

For every sink, there are approximately

6R (

'?) anchors in the network.

Each one will

use one space unit to store the location of the sink agent. Therefore, its storage complexity
IS Q(1). f()r 1\ SI111(S a11Cl5J s()llrces, tIle t()tal st()rage IS:

6xR

Every

GS ink

and

GSource

xK

(3.14)

needs to store ItS smk's and source's locatIOn, respectively.

Thus, the storage complexity is 0(1). For K sinks and S sources, the total storage is:

The total number of states mamtamed m anchors, gnd nodes, and number of G Sink and

(3.16)
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The complexity of the state overhead can be calculated from the equation above as

3.3

Performance Evaluation
As stated before, the performance of the ALS protocol from the location service point of
more intere:sting,
EXlperilme:nts are perforrned

determine the grid and anchor system setup time and overhead, the sink location time and
overhead, and the state overhead of the protocol, whIle varymg the cell SIze, the number
of sinks and sources, the network size, the network density, and the mobility of the sinks.
The ALS protocol is implemented in the Network Simulator 2 (ns-2) [55] to validate the
as
mathematical results included in [4,6] and the ns-2 simulation models found in [5] are
utilIzed to compare ALS wIth TTDD.
Two hundred and fifteen stationary sensor nodes and four stationary sink nodes are
uniformly deployed in a two dimensionallOOOrn x lOOOrn network area. In this scenario,
de~!!re:e

was

a

those 215 sensors were chosen as source nodes. Each experiment is run nine times to
aVOid cases where the source and smk nodes were very close or very far apart from each
other only. As a result, every pomt drawn m the graphs IS based on observations of mne
random deployments. In all simulations, control packets were 36 bytes long while data
pa(;kets were
investigation, each source node generated one data packet per second. Except in those
simulations where the effect of the cell size is under observation, the parameter of cell size
0:

IS set to 200 meters smce It was found to be the best pefformmg value. Sulk mobIlIty
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was implemented using the standard random way-point model with zero pause time and a
fixed speed from source to destmatIOn pomt taken from a umform dIstnbutIOn between 0
and maximal speed.
are
moaelmg mClUamg a
agation model supporting propagation delay, capture effects and carrier sense, and radio
network mterfaces. In order to mImmIze collIsIOns among anchor setup messages ongInated from different sinks, each sink node is assigned a random back-off time interval be-

that models the contention of nodes for the wireless media. The wireless interface worked
lIke the 914 MHz Lucent WaveLAN DIrect-Sequence Spread-Spectrum (DSSS) radIo mterface [57]. The signal propagation model combined both a free-space propagation model
and a two-ray ground reflection model. The free-space model was used only when the
translnitter was Ul1th,n

cross-over distarlce

model was used. The radio transmission range was set to 250m. Since these models are
are
stated, these parameters are utIlIzed m all expenments.

3.3.1

Optimal Cell Size

The impact of the cell size on the performance of the location service is investigated first

four sources is considered, and the cell size varies from 100m to 1000m in 100m increments.
The anchor set up time is analyzed first. As stated before, each point in the plot is the

that the setup times are fairly similar regardless of the value of 0'. Also, it can be noticed that
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0.12,

U 0.1

!

~

j::0.08

Figure 3.5 Anchor setup time vs. cellsize a.
occurs

a

occurs

=

This has to do with the nodes' transmission range of 250m. With a

a

=

200m, the anchor

setup packets can reach the grid nodes in one hop; however in the case of a

100m, there

are about three gnd nodes wIthm the 250m transmISSIOn range, and setup packets need to
go through each of them. An additional observation is the short amount of time needed to
case

ms.
can

av-

erage protocol overhead reduces slightly with the cell size. This slight reduction is due
to the reduced number of gnd nodes when the cell SIze mcreases. As a result, fewer
ALS_GN_GN..DECLARE messages

are

~'-'C'U~I''''

were eXlpe(~teld, as

independent of a (see Equation 3.2). The results also show the small overhead introduced

Figures 3.5 and 3.6, it is concluded that cell size has little impact on the grid and anchor
setup processes.
In Figures 3.7 and 3.8, the average location time and overhead of ALS are compared
with those of TTDD. The location time of the protocols is defined as the time elapsed
source
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Figure 3.6 Grid and anchor setup overhead vs. cellsize G .
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FIgure 3.7 LocatIOn tlme vs. cellSIze G.

receIves the locatIOn of all the smk agents aVailable m the network. The figures show that
the pertoffilance of ALS IS almost mdependent of the cell SIze, as the values remam faIrly
constant. The slight increase in the location time is due to the relay messages taking longer
source

can

source

the figures, ALS outperforms TTDD by reducing 80% the location overhead and 50% the
location time for almost all values of G. In TTDD, sink nodes flood messages within one
cell to find the nearest data dissemmatIOn node; therefore, the bIgger the cell SIze, the more
overhead.
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Figure 3.8 Location overhead vs. cellsize G.
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FIgure 3.9 Data delay vs. cellSIze G.

The Impact of the cell SIze on the average data delay IS studIed as well. The average data
delay IS the time perIod from the moment when a data packet appears at the source until the
packet is received by the sink. It consists of two major parts: sink location time and data
a source

ge]neI·att~S

process to find the location of all the sinks in the network. After that, the source sends
all data packets using the GPSR protocol. The time for every data packet to travel from
source to smk IS the data propagation time. Therefore, the average data delay IS calculated
as follows:
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SinkLocatiorLTime
(3.17)
where

D

is the total number of data packets. Figure 3.9 shows the results of these experiD

100 palckt~ts.

ALS_State_Overhead_ExperimenCResu Its
ALS_State_Overhead_Theoretical_Analysis
nDD_State_Overhead_ExperimenCResults

Figure 3.10 State overhead vs. cellsize

Q.

Figure 3.10 shows the state overhead of ALS and TTDD. As explained before, the

This can also be explained by looking at Equations 3.13 and 3.14.

3.3.2 Impact of the Number of Sinks and Sources
In order to evaluate the impact of multiple sinks, the number of sinks is varied from 1
sources
are deployed and the size of the cell size

Q

is set to 200m. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show

the average anchor setup time and average grid and anchor setup overhead, respectively.
As It can be seen, the anchor setup tIme remams faIrly constant regardless of the number
of sinks in the network. This is because in ALS, each sink sets up its own anchor system
40

independently and without interfering with other sinks. As expected, the grid and anchor
setup overhead mcreases wIth the number of smks. The hIgher the number of smks, the
higher the overhead, as ALS establishes one anchor system per sink. This can also be
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Number of Sinks

Figure 3.11 Anchor setup time vs. the number of sinks.
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FIgure 3.12 Gnd and anchor setup overhead vs. the number of smks.

Simulations regarding the location time and overhead are also conducted. From Figure 3.13, it can be seen that the location time slightly increases with the number of sinks.
ThIS IS because when multIple smks are deployed m the network, locatIOn query messages

0.12,

- + - ALS_Location_Time

TTDD_Location_Time

0.1

---- --- ........ -.......

FIgure 3.13 LocatIOn tIme vs. the number of smks.
always have to travel until they find the farthest anchor system. while a longer average
locatIon tIme IS expected, the proposed propagated-fusion strategy compensates for thIS
factor. This strategy spreads sink's location information in other anchors without incurring
expleri(:ncl~s

a

the queries instead of the point-to-point query scheme used in ALS. Similar trends can be
observed in the case of the average location overhead in Figure 3.14. More sinks imply
more anchor systems and more query response messages.
- + - ALS_Location_Overhead_ExperimenCResults
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FIgure 3.14 LocatIOn overhead vs. the number of smks.

Figure 3.15 shows the case of the state overhead of the protocols. From this figure, it
can be seen that ALS's overhead mcreases lmearly wIth the number of smks whIle TTDD's
remams faIrly constant. ThIS IS because ALS IS smk-onented, whIle TTDD IS sourceoriented. Equation 3.14 explains this behavior.

3.3.3

Impact of the Number of Sources
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Figure 3.17 Grid and anchor setup overhead vs. the number of sources.

The Impact of havmg multIple sources IS also evaluated. As before, the default scenano

were mc:re:ase:d
ov(~rhl~ad

are presented

of them remain fairly constant because anchor setup processes are initiated by the sinks
and have very lIttle Impact from the number of sources.

.. - +.. - ..... """...
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Figure 3.18 Location time vs. the number of sources.

The average location time and overhead are shown in Figures 3.18 and 3.19. The number of sources have lIttle If any effect on the performance metncs because In ALS, query
processes are independently conducted by individual sources and do not conflict with each

case
is constant because when sinks are static, the global grid system is constructed once and
the anchor system IS bUilt K times. However, these two major parts of the state overhead In
- + - ALS_Location_Overhead_ExperimenCResults
ALS_Location_Overhead_Theoretical_Analysis
TTDD_Location_Overhead_ExperimenCResults
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FIgure 3.19 LocatIOn overhead vs. the number of sources.

Equation 3.16 do not depend on the number of sources S. On the other hand, TTDD floods
the network S times to establIsh one global gnd per source.

3.3.4

Impact of Sensor Density

Most results presented so far consider the base scenario where 215 sensor nodes are
"'UH~'LUU~Y

x

delolclved over a square area
an

seems

aVE~ra~~e

case scenario has been utilized in many other studies. So for comparison reasons, it is also
utilIzed In thIS study. ThIS scenarIO IS also beIng used because the node degree IS not ex-
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FIgure 3.20 State overhead vs. the number of sources.
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vs.

pected to playa major role in the performance of the ALS protocol. Unless the network is

establish the anchor system going around void areas without any problem.
In order to test the hypothesIs, several sImulations were conducted usmg the base scenano utilized throughout the chapter, but varying the number of nodes, so that average
node degrees of 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 33 are obtained. From Figure 3.21 to

overhead simulation results are presented as a function of node degree. The simulation
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Figure 3.22 Grid and anchor setup overhead. vs. the network density.
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Figure 3.23 Average location time vs. the network density.

results confirm the stated hypothesis, i.e., the ALS protocol is unaffected by the density of
the network.

3.3.5

Impact of Network Area

In thIS subsectIOn, the scalabIhty of the protocol IS explored. The same sensor denSIty
is used as in the original scenario, and 54,215,464 and 815 sensors are deployed in 500
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Figure 3.24 Anchor setup time vs. the network area.
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Figure 3.25 Grid and anchor setup overhead vs. the network area.

sources
and a

are rarldoimly

dlcDlloVc~d

200m is set in all experiments.

and average grid and anchor setup overhead with the size of the network area. This is
expected as these metrics are proportional to the network size and number of nodes. In
bIgger network areas, anchor setup packets wIll travel longer to recrUIt more gnd nodes as
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FIgure 3.26 LocatIon tIme vs. the network area.
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anchors. Regarding to the location time, Figure 3.26 illustrates that when a network size

ALS scales well to bigger network areas because of the propagation-fusion strategy.
FIgure 3.27 shows the locatIOn overhead of the protocols. It can be seen III thIS figure that
the location overhead slowly increases four times (from 25 to 100) while the network area
increases nine times. Not only was TTDD's slope bigger, but it also incurred at least 150%
more

ov(~rh(~ad
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protocols are fairly similar. Although the protocols' overhead increase linearly with the
network area, both schemes present sImIlar values and slopes.

oVt~rh(~ad

vs.

ne1tw()fk area.

~0"05
~

~0"04

20

3.3.6 Impact of Sink Mobility

In order to study the impact of moving sinks on the location service, four sinks are set
to move at the speed of 5m/s, lOm/s, 15m/s and 20m/s. The maximum sink agent chain
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Figure 3.30 Grid and anchor setup overhead vs. sink mobility.

a

onlsm:al one

to chain up to two new agents. At that point, the sink will adopt a new agent, and this new
onigInalone

PO:SItIon, so

mt~ss:agt~S

can
new

as

primary agent, build a new anchor system, and send a cancel message through the previous
anchor system to erase It. The addItIOnal overhead and tIme Incurred In the cancellatIOn
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Figure 3.31 Agent chain break times vs. sink mobility.

process IS conSIdered In the average gnd and anchor setup overhead and average anchor
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setup time. Figures 3.29 and 3.30 illustrate the anchor system setup time and overhead
when the sulks are movmg. As expected, these metncs mcrease wIth the smks' movmg
speed. The faster the sink moves, the higher the chance to break the sink's agent chain,
causes more

a new one.
can

seen

5m1s, each sink only sets up the anchor system once, however when sinks move at 20m/s,
each smk breaks the agent cham once.

Figure 3.32 Location time vs. sink mobility.
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The impact of the sink's mobility on location time and location overhead is also analyzed. The results are presented m FIgure 3.32 and FIgure 3.33, respectively. From these
figures, it can be found that mobility had a little effect on the metric. The average location
OV(~rhl:ad

are

move

be(~alISe

move
dIe the little extra overhead. Similarly, the state overhead in Figure 3.34 presents a fairly
constant behavIOr wIth v. ThIS IS because every time the cham IS broken due to smk mobIlity, a new anchor system is setup but the old one is then eliminated. So, at the end, there is

............••••••.............

. ........•••

FIgure 3.34 State overhead vs. smk mobIlIty.

just one anchor system per sink. Equation 3.14 also explains this.

3.3.7

Total Communication Overhead

In this subsection, the total communication overhead of ALS and TTDD will be reported, and wIll mclude, the data transmISSIon overhead. As explamed earlIer, GPSR IS
utilized to route packets over WSNs (ALS+GPSR), while TTDD has its own routing mechcOInrrlUnliccltioln o'ver.heald versus
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=

200.

overhead is very small and stable compared with TTDD's, which utilizes flooding of query
messages

~

.e, 7000

~
1

6000
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COI1nmlllllc;atl()n O'lerblead vs. nUITlber

In Figure 3.36, the number of sources is varied. The trends are similar to the case with
multiple sulks. In TTDD, every source bUIlds Its own gnd system and the smk query

IS

forwarded through each individual grid system, which is why the communication overhead
increases dramatically with the number of sources. On the other hand, ALS builds an
sources.
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=

200.

Finally, the scalability of the protocols with respect to the network area is shown in

In TTDD, a sink updates its location by flooding a local query to reach an immediate
dissemination node, from which the query is further forwarded to the source along the grid.

In other words, gIven a fixed sensor denSIty, the bIgger the network area, the bIgger the
number of sensor nodes involved in the forwarding process.

3.4

Conclusions
a
a scalable

ettlcH~nt

llTII:.I-D,aSt:u

protoC()1

manner

location service to the routing protocol, and as a result, supports the use of any existing
locatIOn-based routmg protocol. Compared to any kriown method, ALS not only reduces
the communication costs but also the location information response time.
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<:HAPTER4
RESIDUAL ENERGY AWARENESS DYNAMIC TOPOLOGY CONTROL

4.1

Network Model
In the tradItional homogeneous network, It IS better to transmIt packets through many

short links rather than directly. However, this approach only considers the distance between the nodes, which is only effective if the network is homogeneous. In heterogeneous
ho·weleVE~r.

a new apt)roilch

ent characteristics of the devices and the desire to assign more powerful devices a more
promment role m the network. In thIS chapter, the network model under mvestIgatIOn IS
formulated first, then the centralized and distributed versions of the READ topology control algorithm are presented along with their performance evaluation.
a heterogenleOlls wlfeJless netwolrk
resented

a

wir'ele:ss

where the nodes

G

n(~twork

are

are rarLdoimJy

re1=)re~;ented

a 2- JJnnension nellw()rk area.

set

cost value associated with each edge in the graph G. The weighted costfunction will be exDe1penldiulg on
wireless networks can consist of nodes of different types of devices, such as sensors, PDAs,
robots, and even more powerful military devices. Because of certain characteristics of heter()g e l1e ()lls l1etVV()rks, tile Il1aX. IIl111Il1 tral1sIl1IsSI()l1 ral1ge, resI(llial el1ergy, al1te l1l1a g aI l1' al1(l
receiver sensitivity may vary from one node to another. Therefore, node vis associated with
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attributes (Pmax _v , REv, IBv). The notation Pmax _v is v's maximum transmission power in
v

to

to

E

traJlst(~r

packets. f3v is the sensitivity of v's antenna in decibels. RE_Ev is current residual energy
in node v in Joules, and decreases with v's activity from initial value INI _ENERGY to

zero:::
Considering two random nodes, u and v, with Euclidean distance d( u, v) between them,
It holds that u's transmISSIOn IS successfully receIved at v If EquatIOn 4.1 holds as follow:

swenJ2;th at v
clidean distance between the nodes and Pu is the transmission power at u. In addition, two
random

u

u and

from set V are connected

a link

E

in G

v are cOlme:cte:d

if
con-

sidered in this dissertation, which is supported by the widely used IEEE 802.11 wireless
network MedIUm Access Control (MAC) protocol. MAC sends Imk-Ievel acknowledgments for all um-cast packets, so that all lInks bUIlt on top of 802.11 network must be
bi-directionaL

4.1.1

Maxpower Graph

derlote:d as
(V(G), E(G), Pmax , RE,B) , where E(G max ) is the edge set when all the nodes work using

Ac;co,rdilngto
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can

be defined by Equation 4.2 as follows:

Note that the graph Gmax represents the set of all possible bi-directional communication

is strongly connected, the network topology generated by the proposed READ topology
control algorithm also preserves the strong connectivity.

4.1.2

Ene:rgy Model
Pf()p{)sed

pnpt',nl

aware top101C)gy COIltf()l

",,)O,'-'u,,'uu

the network lifetime by ameliorating energy consumption among different kinds of wireless
devIces. Dependmg on the type of devIce, the amount of energy consumed by the radIo
traJlS0eIVI=r can

ap~)ro;lch

optimizing the energy used for communication is an important issue, and the energy model
UUJU,,",,",u

C4::m{~enltra.tes on

on cornmunications,

consuming factor [2]. The amount of energy consumed by a wireless interface can be
described by the following simple model:

+
where E e1ec is the energy used to run the transceiver circuitry in signal processing, for
mstance channel codmg, mterleavmg and modulatIon; E amp represents the energy used
by the amplifier to transfer the signal and satisfy the receiver's sensitivity requirement;
and

Esense

denotes the energy for sensing the wireless channel before the transmission

takes place. Note that E amp is the product of the transmission power and the transmission
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time in Joules. Usually,

and

E e1ec

Esense

are neglected for the simplicity of discussion.

on
affirms that the higher the

E amp ,

the higher the energy consumption Econ.mme but also that

a
in

Econsume

is over-proportional to the increase in

E amp .

Therefore,

E amp

is hereafter used

to denote the amount of energy consumed by the wireless interface during communication.
Also, the followmg equatIOns hold:

How to determine the power consumed during the transmitting and receiving processes still
remams unanswered.

v

(}1J allcl at the saI11e ti I11e [Jr

1J

=±u

capturecl ])y ll()cle Lt is a])()'le (}u,.

The relationship between transmission power and transmission range is discussed in
a

tranlsmlls a me:ssa!;e

following model from [58] is used to compute the power consumption P needed to send
message:

where k and care

to the environment and are constants for the sPE:citic wireless
c

increases with the distance between two communication nodes.
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There are several common path loss models evaluated in the literature to describe the
propagatIOn m the WIreless medIUm. In the Two-Ray Ground propagatIOn model, the relationship between the power Pt used by the amplifier to transfer packets and the signal
as:

PtGtGrh;h;
d4 L

(4.6)

In the Free Space propagation model, this relationship is described as:

(4.7)

In Equations 4.6 and 4.7 G t is the transmitter antenna gain, G r is the receiver antenna gain,
L is the system loss factor and is independent from propagation, and /\ is the wavelength in
are

d is the Euclidean distance between the two transceivers.

(4.8)

delperlds on
agatIon. Combmmg EquatIons 4. I through 4.8, It can be concluded that m order for the
receiver to receive the signal correctly, the following relationship must hold:

P.t

f3 . d2

> -'- -

Of

(4.9)

Given the above equation, the minimum transmission power required for each communication can be computed. The notation Pzt,V is used to represent the minimum power required
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trmlSlIlitt(;r u

trarlsmittiIlg a

utIlIzed to descnbe the power used by node v to receIve thIS message. Note that:

Pu,v

lB· d(u,v)2

(4.10)

Of

or
consumed by the electronics at receiver v during the process of receiving a packet, is proportional to v's maximum transmission power Pmax _v , and is independent of the sender's
reLatic)llship can

where the coefficient OJ:.t is the ratio between the transmission and reception power consumed at the node, which depends on the type of wireless card. For example, the CISCO
a trmlSITnSSIOn/rec;epl]on

4.1.3

ora

Weighted Cost Function

In order to mcrease network longevIty as much as possIble, the proposed READ topology control algorithm considers both the energy for sending and receiving data and the

as

a hOITIoJgenleolLls

work, a new weighted cost value is introduced for each pair of nodes. Since the maxpower
graph IS bI-dIrectIOnal, It IS only necessary to dISCUSS two asymmetnc communIcatIon lInks
for each pair of nodes in the heterogeneous network. Assume nodeu and v are within the
neIghlbor set of each

for one dtr'ec1tlOll,

re1=,res:enlts the welgntea cost

for transmitting and receiving data fromu to v; for the reverse direction, w v -+ u ( e( u, v))
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describes the weighted cost for transmitting and receiving data from v tou.

W U ---7V

(e( '11, v))

IS defined as follows:
(4.12)
where REu and REv are the resIdual energy at each node; Pu,v IS the mmlmum power for
'11

to

v to rer:ei\Te

to

are

rf'{'f'l'lTln,a

tU 1J ---7U =

a

(4.13)

"----'--

REv

pertorm a succ:esstilJ c()mnaunication.

are COlt1S1ICleI'ed,

communication costs in both directions are treated as a whole. Thus, the weighted cost is
defined as:

+
Therefore, given two edges (Ui, Vi) and (Uj, Vj), it holds:

<

or

or

and

<

.'if':I;orU1rnI7xl

~~-
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The above relatIOnshIp guarantees a umque outcome m the edge selectIOn step m the
READ topology control algorithm, which is further discussed in the next two sections.
are ranldOmlj detHO'vea
own mSlxirnUlTI tr'an:;;missilon

a

nA'";>1"

All the possible edges are presented in maxpower graph and associated considering the
mimmum requested power as defined by the weIghted cost. Edge weIghted cost can be
calculated from distance and sensitivities. Every node can adjust its transmission power
between zero and its maximum transmission

therefore different subsets of max-

control algorithm READ is presented. It selects certain edges from maxpower graph by
adJustmg the nodes' transmISSIOn power to each other to meet the goal of extendmg the
network longevity. In Section 4.3, the distributed version of the topology control algorithm
(DREAD) is presented.

4.2

The Centralized Residual Energy Aware Dynamic Topology Control Algorithm

control algorithm is presented in detail. This work was first introduced in [60].

4.2.1

Centralized Residual Energy Awareness Dynamic Algorithm

The centralized READ algorithm has two phases: the Initialization phase and the Topol()gy C:()llstruCtI()ll pIlase. TIle IllltializatI()ll pIlase C()llSIStS ()f tIle f()II()\VIllg steps:

each transceiver. Note that G max is bi-directional. Without loss of generality, it is
also assumed that G max is strongly connected.
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2. For each edge e(u, v) E E(G max ), compute the weighted cost w( e(u, v))

wu---->v

3. After step 2, each edge eCu, v) E E(G~~~) is assoCiated with a weighted cost
w( e(u, v)). Sort the set E(G max ) in increasing order of w(e(u, v)) based on the
weighted cost relationship described previously in subsection 4.1.3. To resolve the
aIIl~IgllIty,

tIle s()rte(i e(ige seqllellce ',VIII

~e

rellallle(i as E)Qrder .

new netwolrk tC)pOlo~;y
empty edge set E(G READ ). Consider every node in the original network graph as an iso-

{Ui}' During the construction process, two component

lated component set Gi , i.e. G i
sets

at a

one

to

the nodes have been connected and there is only one component set left. The resulting
as
Initialization:
1:

Construct G max along with E( G max )
E

~\~nCUIT

m =

to
4:

Create

as

are

element set for each

more

1~\'-'TnnT

E

one isolate:d

scanned)
suppose

u E G, and v E GT
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u

10:

13:

End if

is the resultJingtoP'OlClgy. which is also strcmgly

Thus

connected and bi"'directional.
It IS worth pointing out that the above algorithm can be applied k-times to preserve

the mherIted k-connectivity of the maxpower graph. BasIcally, READ can simply resort
never
create isolated sets
Even if the

maxp()w(~r

node and
does not have

f;;-c:onne(~tl\rIty

the algorithm IS

gmlraI1tet~d

to

more
which are common phenomena in wireless networks. When some of those components
merge,d, k,-cOllnecthr ity can
the algorithm will be terminated when all the remaining edges have been scanned. The

4.2.2

Simulation Results and Evaluation of READ

The simulation setup parameters will be described first, and then the simulation results and
the respectIve analySIS conSIderIng SImulatIOns WIth and WIthout data transmISSIOn WIll be
deSCrIbed.
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4.2.2.1

Simulation Setup

In the simulation experiments, a heterogeneous wireless network with four types of de-

a

-LV\JVIIC

X

-L\J\J\JfI',

netvv'ork area are

ratld()ml~

distribtIte(:l,

are

HIHH<U

devices, 10% of them are robots, 20% PDAs, and 65% of them are sensors. Each node utihzes an umform dIstnbutIon to randomly draw Its maxImal transmIssIon power III Watts,
and initial PTI,"'rcrv in Joules from the pre~-d(:tirled ranges

receIver serlsitivil:y III
and

that characterize each

par'ameters are

detemlillE~d

The

on

viously, in the energy model only the amount of energy consumed by the sender amplifier
and receIver dunng transmIsSIOn IS consIdered. From EquatIOn 4.8, It can be found that the
factor

is not related to prc>pagatIOn but determined

the characteristics of each

of transceivers. Without loss of generality, only omnidirectional antennae are considered
in this simulation and G t and G r were set to 1. The system loss factor is set to L - 1,
and the operational frequency equal to 2.472GHz. Also from Equation 4.11, it is known

parameter IS set to a constant value 0.6 for all the nodes.

ttx

and

t rx

are both set to 0.01

second, meaning that packets are considered of equal and fixed size. The above simulation
rpfi"'n'prl

as

Table 4.1 Simulation parameters for each type of device.
Category
Military
n

PDA

Sensor

I

/3,

f3
,H

PL

PH

I_EL

LEH

Per

(dBm)

(dBm)

(W)

(W)

( x 101)

( x lOJ)

%

-81
-81
-81
-101

-67

60

75
2.0
0.2
0.1

3000

20000

180
36
0.1

720
72
36

5
10
20
65

~5
0.1

-67
-65

0.000004
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4.2.2.2

Simulation Results and Analysis Without Packet Transmission

FIgure 4.1 Maxpower graph wIth 100 nodes.

parameter settings is kept, and there are no transmission activities taking place. First, a
graphIcal companson of the topologIes that each algonthm produces IS provIded. FIgure 4.1 shows the maxpower graph generated when each node uses its maximum transcan
as a refere:ncle. FIQures
then plot the topologies generated by LMST with link addition (LMST-add), LMST with
lnik removal (LMST-rem), R&M wIth hilk addItIon (R&M-add), R&M wIth lmk removal
(R&M-rem), READ with bi-connectivity (READ-K2), and READ uni-connected (READKl), respectively.
can

j.'\.Uo(.,lVJL-n.uu

are con-

nected, while LMST -Rem and R&M-Rem do not generate a connected topology even
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Figure 4.2 LMST with link addition.

Figure 4.3 LMST with link removal.

though the maxpower graph IS connected, whIch contradIcts the ongmal goal of extendmg
the network longevIty wIth preservatIOn of network connectivIty.
Figure 4.8 shows the average node degree for each type of topology control algorithm.
can

seen
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FIgure 4.6 READ wIth two-degree connectIv- FIgure 4.7 READ wIth one-degree connectIvIty.
Ity.
neltw()rk area or
LMST-add and LMST-rem remain fairly constant and with a very low node degree of
around 2 to 3. Average degrees of R&M-add and R&M-rem are always hIgher than READ
and LMST, which can also be also confirmed by looking at Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, as
the topologies generated by R&M are denser than the others.

gorithms. In general, the average link length of the topology control algorithms decreases
wIth the number of nodes

III

the network area. In thIS case, READ's average lnik length

lies between R&M's and LMST's.

4.2.2.3

Results and Analysis with Packet Transmission

As earlier mentioned, the weighted cost is a function of the residual energy, which

control algorithms in terms of network lifetime, the data packets will be transmitted after
the topology is built. In contrast to the previous simulation scenario without packet trans-
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mission, this part of the study will consider packet traffic as the default simulation scenario.
FIrst, the settmg wIthout packet transmISSIOn IS kept as before and four packet collectors,
or sinks, are randomly deployed in the network area.
50 r;==~RE~A'2D-~KC:=l==e==;---,----,---,---.--,
45
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Figure 4.8 Average node degree.
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LMST-Rem .... <£} ...

500

MaxPowerGra h

"

~

200

100

Figure 4.9 Average link length.

In this scenario, every device generates four data packets per time unit and each packet
one

spe~cItlc

the routing algorithm, the Dijkstra algorithm is utilized in all cases but with different link
metrics. The link metric utilized for LMST and R&M was the energy consumption, while
for READ, the lInk metnc was the weighted cost metnc defined m SectIOn 4.1.3. Dunng
the simulation, the READ algorithm is triggered every time the residual energy in one node
70

is reduced by 40% of its last recorded value. Afterwards, the Dijkstra algorithm is run again
to establIsh the routmg tables accordmg to the new topology. In the case of R&M-add and
LMST-add, the topology control algorithms are run every time a node dies, and Dijkstra is
run
100
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Figure 4.10 Number of nodes alive in centralized implementation.
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to reflect the active ability of the network. As the figure illustrates, the number of nodes
alive of R&M-add and LMST-add start dropping linearly right after the simulation begins,
whIle READ-K2 remams unchanged untIl time
ing that at time

9000. ThIS IS very sIgmficant consIder-

9000 the network has sent around 100 x 4 x 9000 - 3.6
71

X

106 packets.

This is even more significant if Figure 4.10 is seen along with Figure 4.11, which shows
the packet delIvery rate of the algonthms. As It can be seen, whIle READ-K2 remams at
100% delivery rate, both LMST and R&M drop dramatically from the very beginning. At

esting observation is the case of LMST-rem, which maintains the number of nodes alive
at a faIrly slow decreasmg rate compared to the rest of the algonthms. Although It may
be considered the best algorithm from this perspective, when looking at Figure 4.11, howcan

seen
more

algorithms, R&M algorithms provide better delivery rates than LMST algorithms. This
baSIcally means that R&M keeps the network more connected than LMST, even wIth fewer
number of nodes. It also can be seen that the number of nodes alive for maxpower graph
drops faster than all other algorithms, which is due to that maxpower graph does not con-

the packet delivery rate is lower than the perfonnance achieved by using the maxpower
graph, meamng that although the algonthms reduce the topology, thIS reductIon does not
consIder that the energy consumptIon assocIated wIth edges m heterogeneous network IS
not necessarily proportional to the length of edges. Therefore, the topology reduction in

a
In order to better understand the network topology evolution, Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14
are
READ-Kl, four types of deVIces sImultaneously drop at time
the first major drop happens after time

and PDAs start to drop at time

=

5500. In READ-K2,

9000, while in LMST and R&M, they drop at

2000; and sensors start to drop at time

200. In R&M,

PDAs and sensors start to die before time

=

1000; robots start to die after time

=

5500;

and mIlItary deVIces start to dIe after time = 8200. At least two Important observatIOns
can be made from these four figures: 1) In LMST and R&M, four type of devices drop at

can
that the major drop of different type of nodes in READ happen simultaneously, which
further supports the theory even energy consumptIOn among dIfferent types of nodes can
maximize network longevity.
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cenin centralized implementation.

4.3

tralized implementation.

The Distributed Residual Energy Aware Dynamic Topology Control Algorithm
In thIS sectIOn, the DREAD topology control algonthm IS presented. DREAD IS the

distributed version of the READ algorithm introduced in the last section.

4.3.1

Distributed Residual Energy Aware Dynamic Algorithm

Maintenance phase. It is assumed that a group of wireless devices start working approxi-
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mately at the same time and enter the Initialization phase. The Initialization phase consists
of the following steps:
u

Self Advertise Period, denoted as T_SAP. Nodeu randomly chooses a time moment
withm T_SAP to broadcast Self Advertise Message, denoted as SAM, at Its maXImal power Pmax to all of its potential neighbors. The SAM contains the following
information:

• nodeu's location information, which is used to calculate the distance from u
to any potential one-hop neIghbor. ThIs calculatIOn IS performed usmg Equa-

•

are
minimum transmission power, Pu,v, from any potential neighbor v to node u;

•
Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13; and,

• nodeu's CUHent residual

pn,~r<TU

NeighboLID

Position

Sensitivity(dBm)

Re~ower(W)

Re_En(J)

2

(18,40)

-70

0.3

200

Gain
I

-

2. Establish One-hop Neighbor Table: Upon receiving an SAM, the receiving node v
adds the receIVed mformatIOn to the One-hop NeIghbor Table, denoted as Table_ON,
which is shown in Table 4.2. Node v performs a simple calculation using Equa-

v can

u

v erases

u

by doing this simple check, directional edges will be eliminated from the network.
3. Establish One-hop Edge Weight Table: With the above information from all the onehop neIghbors, the receIvmg node can calculate the weIghted cost for all the one-hop
bi-directional edges. The calculation result will be recorded in the One-hop Edge
derlotE~d

as

Lao-""_V'L.<

Table 4.3 One-hop edge weight table.

u

derlotE~d

as

chooses a random time to broadcast its Table_OEW and Table_ON at the maximum
transmIsSion

LTV VV

v,.

ing the Table_OEW and the Table_ON from a neighbor, the receiving node ?t merges
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two local one-hop tables with received tables to create a Two-hop Neighbor Table
allCl a 'I\v()=ll()p gClge \yeIgllt IalJle , ""llIcll IllcIllCle tlle lleIglllJ()r Illf()fl1latI ()ll allCl eClge
weight information within two hops. These two tables are very similar to the one-hop
are

aerlotE~a

as

are

Lu.Ln....,._~~

~hrlUln

Table 4.4 Two-hop neighbor table.
NeighboL1D
2
3

0.3
0.5

-70
-90

ill_I
1
3

ID_2
2
2

1
1

Weight
0.02
0.12

In order to better explam the process of buIldmg up two-hop tables, an example IS
provided in Figure 4.16. A maxpower graph before topology control is displayed

D. After step 3, each of these nine nodes has its Table_ON available. The one-hop
U"""5U'UV'

tables of nodes

C and D are aIslpla:yea on the left side of the

U5'-""""

At step 4, the DREAD algOrIthm runmng on each node starts to exchange one-hop
neighbor tables. Node A receives one Table_ON from each of its one-hop neighbors,
in this case, from nodes B, C, and D, as listed on the left side of the Figure 4.16.
Once node A receives these one-hop neighbor tables, it merges all of them into its
own Table_TN, as shown at the right side of Figure 4.16. Table_TEW at node A is
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built in the same manner. After step 4, node A has collected all the information about
the nodes and edges withm two hops.

0.01

A's One-ho Nei hbor Table
B
C
D

B's One-ho Nei hbor Table

A's Two-ho Nei hbor Table
B
C
D
E

F
G

E
F

C's One-ho Nei hbor Table
A

G

A
A
B
B

D's One-ho Nei hbor Table
A

H

C
C
D
D

C
D
E

F
G

0.02

H
I
H

0.01
0.0015
0.0011

6. Create Symmetric Local Minimal Spanning Tree: Once the T_ANP expires, every
uses

geIlerate a

lWC~)-nIOD

spanning tree. The reason it is called symmetric is because if an edge between node
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u and node v is selected by node u, it is also selected by node v. The proof of this
ClaIm IS mcluded m AppendIx A.
To illustrate the generation of the local minimal spanning tree using the Prim algonthm, the same example from FIgure 4.16 IS used as shown m FIgure 4.17. After
step 4, node A has a maxpower graph within two hops as in part a of Fig. 4.17. Then,
as
as
part c of Figure 4.17. The same algorithm is conducted in all the other nodes indea

e

on node C.
0.003

......

B 0.0012

E

F

G
A
0.0015

.02
H

0.0011

0.0015

C

0.0011

0.01

a) A's two max power graph

""'~

B

......

0.004

0.002

A

.005

D

.02

C

H

b) A's two-hop Local
minimal spanning tree

minimal spanning tree

B

0.004

G
0.002

0.002
D

0.0011

.02

A

D

0.0011

......

.005

~.005

/

yO.02
C

0.02

H

0.01

d) C's two max power graph

e) C's two-hop Local
minimal spanning tree

f) C's one-hop Local
minimal spanning tree

FIgure 4.17 GeneratIOn local mmimal spanmng tree.

The Mamtenance phase starts after the very first DREAD topology IS generated. It IS
responsible for adjusting the topology according to the value of the remaining energy. In
the current DREAD implementation, the algorithm is triggered once the node's residual
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energy reaches 60% of its previous record value. The Maintenance phase consists of the
f()II(}\,yIl1g steps:
herleV(~ra

of its previous value, it uses its maximum transmission power to broadcast an Update Control Message, denoted as a UCM, to its neighbors with the updated residual
energy. The structure of the UCM IS very sImIlar to an SAM, except It has a special field to denote the message type. A UCM not only informs all the potential

an
2. Reply Self AdvertIse Message: Once node v receIVes a UCM from any of ItS potentIal
neighbors, it uses Equation 4.8 to check if it can reach node

?t

using its maximum

v
use the residual energy information from the UCM to overwrite the corresponding
value in Table_ON and update its Table_OEW accordingly. It also broadcasts SAMs
\\lItl1 ItS Il1aX. IIl111Il1 tral1sl11IsSI()11 p()\\ler.

u brOladl:asts a
enters a Waiting Reply Period, denoted as T_WRP, to wait for SAMs replied by all
the potential neighbors.
4. Build up new one-hop tables: Upon receiving an SAM, node u records them into its
Table_OEW and Table_ON.
u

chooses a random tIme to broadcast ItS One-hop Tables WIth Reply Request Message,
denoted as an OTRR message, at the maximum transmission power, which includes
Table_OEW and Table_ON.
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6. Build up two-hop tables: Upon receiving the OTRR, all the nodes will reply with
theIr own Table_DEW and Table_ON dunng the TANP, and then update theIr twohop tables. Local minimal spanning tree based on the updated Table_TEW and Ta-

7. Construct new symmetric LMST: The nodeu that initiated the topology update process \VIII recalclliate Its I()cal I11IIlII11al spaIlIlIIlg tree baseCl ()Il all tlie llPClateCl resIClllal
energy inf6iinati6n as well as Table=TEW and Table=TN.
The detailed complete algorithm for node 1£ is as follows:

Iiiitialization:
1:

Enter T_SAP period and broadcast SAM message with Pmax using random times.

2:

If (receIve SAM message from node v dunng T_SAP) and (v can be reached by 'U's Pmax )

4:

End if

6:

Then 1) enter T-i\NP period

8:

End if

9:

If receIve Table_ON and Table_OEW

11:

End if

12:

If T-i\NP penod expIres

14:

If TC triggering condition is satisfied

16:

End if
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v

18:

can

Then 1) use received information to update Table_ON and Tab1e_OEW

19:

2) broadcast SAM message

20:

Else omit received UCM message

22:

If (receive SAM message from node v during LWRP) and (v can be reached by u's

Pmax )
Table~ON

and Table~OEW

23:

Then put received inforiiiation into

26:

Then enter T_ANP period and choose a random time to broadcast OTRR message

28:

If receive OTRR message

29:

Then 1) update Table_TN and Table_TEW

32:

End It

33:

If T _ANP period expires

34:

End if

4.3.2

Complexity of the DREAD Topology Control Algorithm

derlotE~d

as

can

with the number of total nodes alive. The computational complexity of steps 1, 2, 3 and 5
are cOIlst,mt,
'UV.Lv"",

worst

which has a cOluputaltional cOIuplexlty of
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. In

{WID-UlOD tables are built

by appending all the received one-hop neighbor tables together, sorting them, and then
mergmg the common Items. Smce there are n neIghbors for each node, n one-hop neIghbor
tables will be received, and the length of each of those tables is n, so after appending them
are

at

most

an aPl)ropriate

sorting algorithm, the computational complexity of step 6 is bounded by 0(n 2 logn 2 )

0(2n 2 logn)

0(n 2 logn). In step 7, the local minimal spanning tree is built based on

two-hop neighbor tables using the Prim algorithm. In the worst case, there are n 2 nodes in
a two-hop neighbor table and n 2 edges in a two-hop edge weight table. By using binary
case

0(n 2 logn 2 )

=

0(2n 2 logn 2 )

=

0(n 2 logn). Therefore, the total computational complexity

of the Maintenance phase is bounded by 0(1

n 2 logn

n 2 logn + n)

0(n 2 logn).

A total of three messages are sent by each node dunng the Mamtenance phase: UCM,
SAM, and OTRR message. Therefore, the message complexity of the Maintenance phase
is bounded

4.3.3

Simulation Results and Evaluation of DREAD

simulation setup parameters are described first and then the simulation results and the analysis are presented.

4.3.3.1

Simulation Setup

In thIS sImulatIOn expenment, a heterogeneous WIreless network wIth four types of
devices are considered: sensors, PDAs, robots, and military devices. One hundred nodes in

a

-'-'H/\JIII,

X

netwoJrk area are randornly disltributeld,
are sensors.

are

are
same

UIUUUl

setltm~~s

configure the devices in the earlier READ simulation (See Table 4.1), are used here in the
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distributed version. Each node utilizes a uniform distribution to randomly draw its maximal
transmISSIon power In Watts, receIVer sensItIvIty In dB, and InItIal energy In Joules from
the pre-C1ennt~C1 ralnge:s,

and
paJranGeters are

that characterize each
on

generality, omnidirectional antennae are considered and set to Gt
loss factor L

of

-

Gr

1, the system

1, and the operational frequency equal to 2.472GHz. 0" is subject to
I"

the wIreless Interface devIce Itself and IS assIgned a constant value of 0.6 for all the nodes
without loss of generality. The value of ttx and
pa(~kets

are

t rx

are also set to 0.01 seconds, meaning

corlSl(len~d

\
Figure 4.18 Topology generated by DREAD.

4.3.3.2

Results and Analysis
ditlefClnttopol,ogy control alg()flttlms are

evajluat(~d

sce-

nario where packets are transmitted and distributed topology control algorithms are running constantly. Four sinks are randomly deployed in the network area. Each of these
100 devIces generates tour data packets per tIme umt and sends one packet to each SInk.

In order to minimize the performance difference caused by the routing algorithm, the Di-
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jkstra algorithm is utilized in all cases but with different link metrics. The link metric
utIlIzed for LMST and R&M was energy consumptIOn, whIle for READ, the lIrik metnc
was the weighted cost metric defined in Section 4.1.3. Every device is running its own

one
last recorded value. Afterwards the Dijkstra algorithm is run again to establish the routing
tables accordmg to the new topology.
Both R&M and LMST are implemented in a distributed manner and therefore run on

or
tributed LMST, topology control algorithm generates a local minimal spanning tree using
the EuclIdean dIstance as metnc to select edges and only keeps on-tree nodes that are onehop away as its neighbors in the final topology. The distributed R&M topology control
algorithm selects edges based on the concept of Relay Region, which does not take residpn,"'TOV

or antenrla

are

"""rl"iti"'it,,

invokE~d

a

node dies and Dijkstra is also run to re-compute the least total energy consumption path
to the smks. In DREAD, as explamed earlIer, the weIghted cost functIon IS used as the
metnc to generate the local mInImal spannIng Tree and to compute the best path to smks
by Dijkstra. DREAD, LMST and R&M are all distributed, position-based topology control

Figure. 4.18 illustrates the topology of the network after running DREAD. The figure
shows a topology made of 184 edges after 100 tIme UnIts, whIle there are 983 edges m
maxpower graph at the same moment.
Figure 4.19 depicts the number of nodes alive in the network with consideration of

algorithms. As it can be seen, the curve follows the trend that is observed in Figure 4.10.
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FIgure 4.19 Number of nodes alIve In dIstributed ImplementatIon.

The number of nodes alive in the case of LMST and R&M start dropping linearly right
after the sImulatIon begIns. At time

6000, the number of nodes alIve In R&M-add and

R&M-rem have decreased from 100 to 60 and the number of nodes alive in LMST-add and

time
III

2.8 6 packets have been sent, this is a significant difference

7000, 100 x 4 x 7000

terms of network lIfetIme compared wIth the other algorithm. ThIS network longevIty

gain is due to the fact that DREAD always keeps the links that have less weighted cost
tolJ10IC)gy
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Figure 4.20 Successful delivery rate in distributed implementation.
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energy in the data packet transmission procedure. Figure 4.20 shows the packet delivery
rate

can

time

rate

at

7000, while both LMST's and R&M's delivery rate drop dramatically from the

are

It can also be seen that the distributed LMST and R&M algorithms do not outperform

the maxpower graph In terms of number of nodes alIve and delIvery rate. The reasons IS
maxpower

curve

same one as

algorithms deduct energy every time a topology control message is exchanged.
FIgures 4.21, 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24 show the number of nodes alIve for each type of
device. For DREAD, the number of each type of nodes drops simultaneously around

time - 7000, which occurs because DREAD keeps energy consumption fairness in mind
more residual

PTlprCY\I

c4:mtribute more

mission process. In LMST and R&M, different devices drop at different times. In LMST,
sensors start to drop at time

=

100; PDAs start to drop at time = 500; mIlItary devIces

start to drop at time - 2000; and robots devIces stm1 to drop at time - 3000. In R&M,
sensors start to drop at time

150; PDAs start to die before time - 600; robots start to

R&M, the four type of devices die at different stages of the network lifetime. The lower
the InItIal energy, the earlIer the devIces start to dIe In LMST and R&M. In DREAD, all
devIces dIe SImultaneously, whIch further confirms that evemng out energy consumptIon
among different types of nodes can maximize network longevity.
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Figure 4.21 Number of military nodes
alIve III dIstnbuted ImplementatIon.
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Figure 4.22 Number of robots alive in
dIstnbuted ImplementatIOn.
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Figure 4.23 Number of PDA nodes alive

4.3.3.3

Figure 4.24 Number of sensors nodes

Comparison Between READ and DREAD

To further analyze the performance of READ and DREAD, the number of nodes alive
and the delIvery rate of DREAD-K2 from SectIon 4.2 are used to compare to that of
DREAD. READ is a centralized topology control algorithm and the energy consumption during the exchange of control messages is not taken into account in the simulation.
on

a distribtlted

tOPl[)lO~~Y

c(mtrlol algor'ithrn,

runs on

each individual node independently and considers all the energy consumption incurred by
control packets. Both READ and DREAD use the same weIghted cost functIon metnc to
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livery rate. DREAD drops faster than READ in both figures. DREAD starts dropping at

time - 7000, whIle READ starts droppIng at time - 9000. The reasons that READ can
extend network longevity further are twofold. First, the centralized version selects edges
based on the information of the entire network and the resulting global spanning tree is
means
tree is only optimal locally, but not necessarily optimal in the entire network. Secondly,
the energy consumptIOn dunng the generatIOn of global READ topology IS not deducted In
the READ SImulatIOn, whIle the energy consumptIOn Incurred by the exchange of topology
control messages is deducted in the DREAD simulation.

different type devices between READ and DREAD. In These four figures, DREAD drops
earlier than READ for the same reasons stated before. Crossing these four figures, it can be
found that the dIfferent types of devIces

III

both DREAD and READ drop sImultaneously

due to the fact that both Residual Energy-Awareness Dynamic topology control algorithms
use
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4.4

Figure 4.30 Number of sensors nodes
alive of CREAD and DREAD.

Conclusions

topology control in heterogeneous wireless scenarios, where sensor nodes, ad hoc nodes,
robots wIth commumcatIon capabIlItIes, and even more powerful mIlItary wIfeless devIces
work together m the same applIcatIOn. ThIS IS the first research that takes mto account
difference in initial energy, residual energy, receiver sensitivity, and antenna gain for every
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<:HAPTER5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1

Conclusions
ThIS dIssertatIon studIes smk localIzatIon problem m large scale WSNs as well as topol-

ogy control in heterogeneous WSNs. Sink localization problems are considered first with
the introduction of the ALS protocol, a quorum-based mechanism for large scale, WSNs

ALS, each sink selects a set of nodes to establish a global anchor system that facilitates
the propagatIOn of ItS locatIOn mformatIOn. In thIS manner, global or dIrected floodmg
procedures are avoided substantially reducing the communication overhead. Furthermore,
multiple sources use the same global anchor system to find the sink's location, reducing the
stora~~e ove]rhe~ad

even more.

means

a m,ttbemlatlcal

simulations, we demonstrate the effectiveness and scalability of the location service with
multIple and movmg smks and sources, dIfferent network denSItIes, and mcreased network
areas. ALS also mcludes procedures to aVOId frequent floodmg, caused by the mobIlIty of
the sinks and targets. In addition, we show that ALS with GPSR, a location-based routing

a
known grid-based routing protocol for WSNs.
The challenges of topology control in heterogeneous multi-hop WSNs is considered
next. DIfferent types of devIces working on the same applIcatIOn are studIed, and the problem is solved as a power assignment problem. We propose both centralized and distributed
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versions of the READ topology control algorithm, which considers the receiver's sensitivIty, the sender's maxImal transmISSIon power, and the node's resIdual energy to determme
the final topology.

Sin:mLaticm results demonstrate that READ can efficiently increase the network lifetime, presents a low
average node degree and mcreases the packet delIvery rate by 40% over R&M and 90%
over LMST, two well known position-based topology control mechanisms.

5.2 Future Work

possible future work include the following:

•

are catTied on
therefore, the resulting system in ALS is grid system. In the future, different geometrIC shapes could be explored to reduce the commumcatlOn overhead even further.

• In READ, ratios for each different type of devices are fixed at 5% for military nodes,
sensors.
in this dissertation were conducted with these ratios. In the future, the composing
can

ratio of different wireless devices.
• An important aspect in the topology control problem is the introduction of mobility
in the algorithm. In heterogeneous networks, like the one utilized in this dissertation,
It IS "ery IIk:ely tl1at r()~()ts, lllIIItarY Cle"Ices, allCl PJ.)1\.s \VIII 111()"e, \VI1ICI1IlllP()ses
new challenge to topology control algorithm design.
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Appendix A Property Proof of ALS and READ

A.I

Convergence Proof of ALS' Anchor Setup Process and Query Process
As mentIOned m SectIOn 3.1, both the anchor system setup and the query processes
orthogolnal messages.

messages may

messa,ges move ac(~Orldmlg
to go around the void areas. Since the area outside the sensor network can be viewed as
the largest vOId area, routmg along the boundary of the sensor network IS consIdered a
SP(~CI:l1

case

rolitilllg

Cll'''"lnrl

an

area.

convergence
messages

query processes

following definitions are utilized:

Definition 1 (reaf-grid-point and void-grid-point): Define any grid pomt P (x p , yp) as a
reaf=grid=jJo{nt, if there is a sensor node that can be elected as a grid node for the grid point

as a VOI:a-:flrl,(1-lWlirLI

no

sensor

node.

pefifliti()fl ~ (rea1=ea.g e (lfla. v()ia.=ea.g e): (:()llllect eyery paIr ()f adJacellt grI(l p()Illts IJY a

virtual edge, only if those two adjacent grid points are both real=grid=points or void=grid=
adJact~nt

reaLl-2nOI-0()lllrS as real-el:Ule

and the virtual connection between two adjacent void-grid-points as void-edge. Note that
real-edges and void-edges are all along the grid lines in the four orthogonal directions. Fig-
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Appendix A (Continued)

ure

a graphilcal repres1entaticm

void-edges, and four void areas.

Definition 3 (neighbor and far-neighbor): Every grid point has other eight other adjacent
grid points around itself. Four of them, located in four orthogonal directions, are called

neighbors and the others are called far-neighbors.
For any two void-grid-points, if they are neighbors or far-neighbors, they are considered
to be connected and m the same VOId area, as shown m FIgure A.I. On the other hand, realgrid-points are connected only if they are neighbors. Any real-grid-point or void-grid-point
a

rnl1!'YUPl1t T£?laltL011,

reflexive, symmetric, and transitive conditions.
It is assumed that the whole network is not partitioned and that all real-grid-points are

connected. For example, m FIgure A.I, there are tour VOId areas, whIch are dIsconnected
WIth each other. These VOId areas are bounded by vOld-gnd-pomts connected to each other
via void-edges, such as cases a, b, and d. If there is no void-edge between two void-gridare tar··nelghboJrs

are

one

area

and connected, as in case c.

Definition 4 (Void Polygon, World Void Polygon, and Snode(VPi )): Define every VOId area
as Void Polygon, denoted as VP. Define the Void Polygon containing all the void area
nel:w()rk area as
VP. For any

V~,

a "1-"_'-'''0''' case

define the void-grid-point set which includes all the void-grid-points in

V ~ as Snode(VPi ).
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Appendix A (Continued)

.........

.........

.....

o
o ,...

In order to simplify the proof, the case a in Figure A.l will not be considered because
one rea.H2:na-DCnm

area

area.

the real-grid-point will be considered as a void-grid-point and therefore, it will not make
any difference in the proof.

derlotE~d

as

area
means

area

an

contain some void polygons. In Figure A.2, there are four RP examples. The Universal Set
of RP IS denoted as U(RP) and the bIggest RP III the network area as World Real Polygon
orWRP.
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Figure A.2 A graphical representation of four Real Polygon examples.
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Figure A.3 A graphical representation of void areas and their envelops.
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Appendix A (Continued)

G5

G7

Figure A.4 Base case with I void-grid-point.

Ue/lnltll')n 6

Define

the set of RPs that all contain the same

or Cover (V Pi)

Definition 7 (Envelop E(VP i )): Consider any V Pi, V P/s Envelop, denoted as E (VP i ), as

an

a

not

smallest RP that contains V Pi but also unique. Since E (V Pi) is the smallest RP in the
set of Cover (V Pi), the inner area of E (V Pi) contains and only contains the void polygon
can
H10"Ilrp

ret(~Hc~d

to as

A.3 shows four void areas and their cOl:Te~;polndmg

Consl,dera

one

of V Pi, the second stage anchor setup or query messages can construct E(V Pi) by using
tIle fIgIlt Ilall(l fllle t() r()llte ar()llll(l tIle

Vg·
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Appendix A (Continued)

Proof: Lemma I will be proved by induction. Denote the cardinality of
n, i.e.,

ISnode(V~) I

Snode(V~)

as

n. We represent the forwarding and incoming direction of the

message by a vector m the complex plane. When n = 1, there

IS

only one vOld-gnd-

point in V Pi, and therefore, only possible scenario, like the one shown in Figure A.4. In
the same figure, when the first stage setup message reaches V Pi at G 2 with forwarding
direction (x, yi), it splits into two second stage setup messages. The second stage setup
message using the right hand rule at G 2 utilizes the priority sequence (x, yi) x (0, i),

(x, yi) x (0, i?, (x, yi) x (0, i)3 to select the next grid point as its forwarding destination.

time we

cross

to a

we tum that vector

counter-clockwise tum that vector 90 degrees. As a result, G 3 is chosen, as illustrated
in the figure. Then at G3, the setup message with incoming direction (Xl, yli) uses priority sequence (Xl, yli) x (0, i), (Xl, yli) x (0, i?, (Xl, yli) x (0, i)3 to select the next grid
same manner
accordlm,g to
x

can

x

to construct
uses

torwurrd,tnfJ dwectlon as

tion to calculate the next forwarding direction at G 2 while it uses the incoming direction as
the base direction in the rest of the process. The border of G2G3G4G5G6G7GI',G9 consists
of real-edges that can be traveled around by setup messages. Hence the polygon IS closed.

In other

is an RP and
can

seen

no

c
num-

ber of grid points or real-edges, or smaller area than G2G:3G4G5G6G7GSG9' The reason
is that deleting any real-edge or real-grid-point from real-polygon G2G3G4G5G6G7GSG9
cause
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Figure A.5 Base case 1 with 2 void-grid-points.

When n

2, there are two possible scenarios. One of which shown in Figure A.5. In

tills case, a first stage setllP Il1essage SplItS IIlt() t\V() sec()IlCl stage setllP 11lessages \VlleIl It
meets

at

with

direction. The second

the rIght hand rule at C;uses the prIorIty sequence (x, iii) x(0, l), (x, ill) x(0, l)2, (x, ill) x
(0, i)3 to select the next grid point as its forwarding destination. As illustrated in the figure,

0:3is chosen. Then, at 0 3 , the setup message with incoming direction (x', y'i) uses priority
seqlleIlce

(:r', y'i) >< (0, i), (:r', y'i) >< (0, i)2, (:r', y'i) >< (9, i)3 t() select Ile:x t grici p()iIlt, \Vl1icl1

is 0 4 • Continuing the process, the setup message will hop over 0 5 , 0 6 , 0 7 , Os, Og, 010, 0 11
acc;orcjmg to

x

x

x

gon G2G3G4G5G6G7GSG9G1OGll is an RP because its border consists of real-edges and
real-grid-points. Also, because its border can be cycled around, starting from and ending
at the same real-gnd-pomt, and ItS mner area contams VOId polygons V Pi, there IS no other
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re:;lHl~nCll-D()m{S

or reall-ea£(~s or

area

G2G:3G4GSG6G7GSG9GlOGll. This is true, because if any real-edge or real-grid-point
from RP G2G3G4GSG6G7GSG9GlOGll is deleted, it will be unclosed, which conflicts with
Definition 5. As a

real

IS

The other scenario is shown in Figure A.6. In this case, the setup message chooses the
first real-grid-point G 2 , followed by G 3 , G4 , G s , Go, G7 , G s , G g , G lO , G ll , G I2 and

G 13 • The RP G2G3G4GSG6G7GSG9GlOGllGI2GI3 is then created. Applying the same
deduction, it can be shown that RP G2G:3G4G5G6G7GSG9GlOGll G 12 G 13 is the smallest
closed real

which contains

it is

cases

or query messages
.. are

n=

can

om:itte~d

the same procedure. Therefore, if we suppose n = k, a second stage anchor setup or query
create

n

we

an
an ad(lltIon,al

k-void-grid-point V Pi. If <P can be seen as part of the new

Vl[)l(]I-!J"]"Hl·-Dcnnl

vr, there must be at least one

neIghl)or or tar-·neIghl)or.
assuming that all the real-grid-points are connected with each other, there are at most seven
void-grid-points which belong to V Pi, and which are <I>'s neighbors or far-neighbors. If
<t>'s eIght neIghbors and far-neIghbors all belong to V Pi and there IS a real-gnd-pomt at <t>'s
position in the n

k scenario, the original real-grid-point at <I>'s position is disconnected

Now, we consider the case where only one grid-point belonging to V ~ is <I>'s neighbor or far-neIghbor. There are two cases. Case I IS shown
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G1

Figure A.6 Base case 2 with 2 void-grid-points.

G3

G4

G5

V2

G6

G2

G7

Figure A.7 Step with 1 void-grid-node as far neighbor.
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G I , G 2 , G 3 : G 4 : G S : G 6 , G 7 are real-grid-points. The 4-point star VI belongs to k-voidgrid-point V Pi. The 5-point star

V2

was a real-grid-point when n=k, and now becomes a

n
. For the

we
when the

from V2 to G 2 using the right hand rule. After

E

arrives at

V2

it transmits

becomes a void-grid-point, the setup

message will be forwarded from G I to G 3 , G 4 : G s , G 6 : G 7 : G 2 • The sequence is shown
in Figure A.7. Assume that the boundary of the original real polygon constructed by the
second stage anchor setup or query message WIth nght hand rule tor V Pi has a cyclmg
sequellce of

. Now the new

of the bound-

ary of the RP constructed by the second stage anchor setup or query message with right
hand rule for V Pi

+ V2 is G I :

G 3 , G 4 , G s , G 6 : G 7 , G 2 : HI, H 2 :

... :

H j • So the border

of the polygon constructed by the right hand rule is composed of real-edges, and it can
be cycled around, startmg from and endmg at the same real-gnd-pomt. The polygon IS
an

C

There is no other RP containing V Pi

, ... ,

+ V2 with less number of grid points or real-edges, or

less area than G I , G 3 , G 4 , G s , G 6 , G 7 , G 2 , HI. H 2 , ... : H j • According to the induction hypOlthesIs, RP

is

which does not contain

redundant

area or real-grid-point, therefore the new part G I , G 3 , G4 , G s , G6 , G 7 , G 2 dose not involve
any other new redundant area or real-gnd-pomt or real-edge m the above process. Thereis the smallest RP which contains

fore

+

... ,

we
The same holds for the other case when t
prove this lemma when t

2, as shown in Figure A.8. We can also

3,4,5,6, 7 in a similar way.(The rigorous proof is again omit-

n
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G4

G3

G5

v,

'1 ,

G2

Figure A.8 Step with 1 void-grid-node as neighbor.

create die E(VP which is an RP and the smallest RP which contains V~.
i ),

Hence, we conclude that using the right hand rule, three setup message will create the
E(V Pi) for alllSnode(VPi) I by induction.

Lemma 2: Consider a void polygon V Pi, starting from anyone of real-grid-point neighbor
of V Pi, the second stage anchor setup or query messages can construct E(V~) by using

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.

Claim 1: If two second stage anchor setup or query messages start from a real-grid-point,
which is a neighbor of a void-grid-point on a VP, using the right hand rule and left hand

Proof: From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the second stage anchor setup or query messages
construct an
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that there is only one E(VPi) for V Pi and it is a cycle, so the messages using the right hand
E(V~)

rule and left hand rule will construct the same
two sec;ond

RP. If the network size is bounded

anchor or

on

opposite directions, they will meet at some real-grid-point in a finite number of steps.

or
the boundary of the WVP, they will terminate the process in a finite number of steps.
Proof: ConsIdenng that the boundary of the WRP IS the only envelop of the whole VOId area
WVP, if a setup message reaches the border of the WRP, it will split into two second stage
messages.

or query

messages using the right hand rule and left hand rule will each construct an E(vVVP) for
VVV P. Note that there is only one E(vVVP) for WVP and it is a cycle, so the second stage

anchor setup or query messages USIng the nght hand rule and left hand rule WIll construct
same

are at most

that the number of real-grid-points on E(WVP)'s boundary is finite, these messages will

A.2

Connectivity and Symmetric Property Proof of READ

Claim 3: If G max is connected, the resulting topology is also connected.
Proof: We will prove it by contradiction. If the resulting topology is not connected, then
at least two nodes, let us say
is in set

Since

IS

Ul

anduz are not connected and In dIfferent Isolated sets.
there exists at least one

Gmax , let us call it?jJ. If we walk along the path ?jJ from

Ul

between

and

Ul

In

to uz, and suppose the first node

which is not in set Gc; is the node Uj in isolated set GT and the node prior to Uj on path ?jJ is
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set

Ui,

Ui

Uj

as

READ algorithm is terminated when either all the node sets are connected or it finishes
scallllIllg all tIle e(lges. ,5Illce \Ve assllIl1e tIlat resllltIllg t()p()l()gy IS ll()t c()llllecte(l s() It
means READ has finished scanning all the edges and could not find any edge to conned
node sets

and

which contradict with the existence of

Claim 4: Local Spanning Tree constructed by DREAD is symmetric
Proof: Smce Onehop Edge WeIght Table & Onehop NeIghbor Table are broadcasted once,
therefore those information is propagated and converged within two hops. We will prove
Claim 4 by contradiction. Suppose node A and node B are neighbors to each other in max
as shOlwn
Onehop Neighbor Table, every node only knows neighbors' and edges' weight information
wIthm two hops and those mformatIOn IS IdentIcal. For mstance, node A knows mfoffilatIon
regardmg nodes B, C, D, E, F, G, H and edges AB, AC, AD, AE, CH, CE, CB, BH, BG,
BE Node A has no information about node I or edge HI. We assume that A chooses edge

does not choose edge AB in its LMST generated based on two hop information, it means
that B could find another path to reach A within two hop with less weight than to reach A
py 1\13 (llrectly. \\TItIl()llt l()ss ()f gelleralItY, let llS say tIlere IS a C()Il1Il1()ll11eI gIlP()r ll()(le
within two hops of node B and node A so that Equation A.I holds as following:

+

>
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F

B
E

Slll1lple max power netwolrk e;iCanlplle.

However, since edge AB is selected by node A, which means Equation A.2 holds as
well as following:

w(e(A,B)) < w(e(A,C)) +w(e(B,C))
\XlPl<Jht

(A. 2)

intornnation are pn)pa.galted

within two hops, it can be concluded that Equation A.I and Equation A.2 conflicts with
each other. Therefore, Claim 4 holds.

ill
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